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John By Carrcill 

C.) 2-,-Co 	 (August 1954) 

I, 	Inti2ouctiony 
This memo=um will sketch the history of foreign lansuao 

achievant measurement, survey the various approaches which ha 
been made, and outline recommended procedures for constructing 
achievement tests suitable in different situationa. 

II. History of achievement teltima in :ej,mroi. 	IsauEmil. 
Almost since time immemorial, examinations in foreign languagea 

have taken the form of exercises in translation and composition, 
The examinations set by the College Entrance Examination Board, for 
example in 1928 (College Entrance Examination Board, 1928) in vz_riou'6 
ancient and modern languages, will provide good examples of the type 
of examination which had been in vogue up to that time. These 
inations required straight translation of connected disccurses 
essay .mswers to questions about grammar. 	Nevertheless, with 
development of objective psychological testing, numerous instances 
of attempts to make more objective and reliable foreign lanPxsc„ , 

 examirv-,,nons are reported even as early a 1920 (Hanet!chin, 192n' 

Books on no construction of stsn&Irdized objectivo 

began to hnvo things to w ij about Urs construction of such test: :- 

foreign '_ar.PLe,gos (Munroe, Del-ions, aid 'Eolley, 1917; Pressoy Lnt- 
rr Preg. s ,e, 1;23, Ruch and 3toddard, 1927; Symonds, 192f). There 

sven a'P,telapts to construct semi-objective tests of oral and aul: 

-ty01:.!t 	A "Ccr - ittee on ?ez:oIntisns and Inveottgetions" 
„f_ss:%cialon of Modern Lantzuage Teachers suggested 	1917 'E.  

cc.- an oral 	au a1. test for admission to oultsap 2 - 

 tiore recent textbocA,:s in educatioaal measurements -which have 
includd exter;sive sec —lo,  on testing in foreisn lansuss aJe 
the follo:qins 	llaukes, LindquIst, and iIann, 1936, pp., 
Odell, 1.q4 ,-!, Chap, IV; Jordan, .1953, pg. 207-244; Gee;;)o, 
Jorgencen, and Gerberich, 1954, pp 467,-482. 
BU2. O3 bgs numercus review 	foreiEn langna8e tests in 
his ser'ios of yearbooks Enros, 1941, item 1340-1375; 7,uros, 
1949, I';et-t2s. 17S-213; Buros, 	 232-266, 

623498 



French, German, and Spanish. (Committee on ..., 1917.). These 
are only a few of the early developments listed by Buchanan and 
McPhee on pages 374 to 394 of their Annotated Biblich of 
Modern Inouse Methodology (Buchanan and McPhee, 1928). They 
represented a revolt from the subjectivity, unreliability, lack 
of comprehensiveness, and general cumbersomeness of the old-style 
examinations. 

One of the first large-scale experiments with objective foreign 

language tests was conducted by Wood (1927) for the Board of Regents 

of the State of New York. "Wood and his collaborators constructed a 
number of paper-and-pencil tests measuring vocabulary,,grammar, and 
reading comprehension in French and Spanish. These tests were admin-
istered to thousands of high-school students in New York State; the 

data were analyzed and reported with a thoroughness and detail for 

which current publication costs would be nearly prohibitive. Of par-
ticular interest and usefulness are the data on the individual ques-

tions of the test; the difficulty and validity of each question is 
reported in extensive tables in Chapter IV. The tests developed in 

this investigation are still available as the Columbia Research 
Bureau Tests in Modern Languages, published by the World Book Company. 
They are still highly regarded by modern language teachers, with the 

limitation,of course, that they measure only skills in the written 
language. 

Another major effort was represented by a series of studies 
made under the leadership ofV.A.C. Henrion (1929) for the Modern 
Language Study. Henmon's report consists mainly of extremely detailed 
analyses of a certain group of tests (the "Aloha" tests in French, 
German, and Spanish) designed for U. S. and Canadian high-schools and 

colleges and which were published by the World Book Company (these 

tests are still available). Like the tests developed by Wood, the 
Alpha, tests are also tests of vocabulary, reading, and grammar, but 
the Henmon report also presents useful data on the individual items 
of the tests. The volume also rep)rts developments in other kinds 
of achievement testing. The work on quality scales for written com-
position, reported in Chapter III, is notable and unquestionably 
still useful. Experiments in auditory comprehension tests in French 
and Spanish are reported in Chapter IX. 



Other tests of vocabulary, reading comprehension, and grammar 
in the commonly taught modern foreign languages, patterned after 
those made by Wood, Hendon,and their collaborators, were widely used, 
imitated, and even improved upon during the 30's and early 40's. 
They continue to be popular even up to the present time. For example, 
the Cooperative Test Service, first as an independent agency of the 
American Council on Eddcation, and latterly as a division of the 
Educational Testing Service, has had a long historyof developing 
such achievement tests, for both high school and college levels. 
Similar tests have been developed by the Bureau efEduCational 
Research and Service, State University of Iowa, and by the United 
States Armed Forces Institute. -  The development of various types- of _ - 
frequency counts (of vocabulary, idians, and syntax) have -  made it . 
possible to control the sampling of test content more rigoratitaf 
than might otherwise be the case. However, a frequent criticism of 
these frequency counts and their use in the construction of tests is 
that they have been based almost exclusively upon printed materials; 
thus, it is often claimed that these tests constitute a handicap to 
students who have been trained in courses emphasizing oral-aural 
skills. Shaeffer (1948) for example, blames this feature of the 
Cooperative Tests for the relatively low standing of students taught 
by oral-aural methods in the Agard-Dunkel Investigation of the 
Teaching of a Second Language (Agard and Dunkel, 1948). But he 
points out that they do poorly on vocabulary but relatively better 
on grammar because their oral-aural training, he claims, is adequate 
to give them the structure points of the language. 

By 	1942 even the College Entrance Examination Board had 
• changed over to the new style of testing in its entrance examination 
program (Fuess, 1950, p. 156 ), In 1954 the College Board published 
a useful little pamphlet describing its tests in French, German, 
Latin, and Spanish; the pamphlet (CEEB, 1954) contains,a variety 
of sample item types, all for reading, vocabulary, grammar, and 
syntax. It is worth noting, incidentally, that the College Board 

has objectified, to a considerable extent, even its test in English 
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composition. As we shall see, the so-called "inter-linear exercise" 
utilized in the CEEB English composition test might Possibly be 
adapted for use in connection with foreign language examinations. 

We may conclude that the techniques of constructing paper-and- 
pencil foreign language tests of vocabulary, reading, and grammar 
are highly perfected at the present time. It is true, of course, 
that all the customary problems of item writing apply with equal force 
to the writing of items in foreign Language examinations; for ex-
ample, in multiple-choice items, the distracters should be equally 
attractive, and should represent mutually exclusive ideas. In 
addition to the general problems of item writing, there are certain 
problems which are special and unique to tests of foreign languages. 
One particularly vexing problem is that of cognates. Cognates in 
various languages related to English, as well as borrowed terms in 
almost any language, will often "give away" the answer more easily 
than the test constructor may be aware. For example, the spoken 
sentence "Es schneiet imMinter" in a true-false test is almost 
certain to be answered correctly even by a person who knows no 
German. On the other hand, so-called "false cognates" (words in 
the foreign language which have similar form to a word in English, 
but a different meaning) may be used to form good distractors, if 
they do not actually attract the brighter students. For example, 
the French "se dgrober" does not mean what it seems to mean; it 
actually means "to steal away, escape." 

Suppose, further, that one is constructing an achievement test 

in Rumanian, a Romance language which has very strong overtones of 
Latin. It is difficult to ma ke this test sufficiently free of cog-
nates with ether ROalahce .anguages to prevent high scoring on the 
part of persons who know no Rumanian (as such) but who kniow some-
thing about other Romance languages 

In the meantime, progress in the development of tests of aural 
comprehension and oral production has been considerably slover 'St 

A useful and interesting discussion cT problems of 	wry :g 
is Paula Thitauit's article which appears in thE- 
by hili(1953), 



hso sem3times been claiwd ttt., the :.ack. 	progress 	nes3 
of testing has been due to inherent difficulty in them It so ,- -21 

more likely that this lack of progress stems from the folloving con- 
siderations: a) Standardisation of auditory tests would require 

the use of recorded stimuli; only in the last few years has record-
ing equipment of satisfactory flexibility and fidelity become av8.11- 
able in the form of the tape recorder, but in any case it may ts',ce 
some time before such equipment is used vidcly. b) In view of the 
fact that auditory tests require special equipment, they have not 

been considered feasible in large-scale testing programs; conse-

quently, test construction agencies have not been willing to invest 

research effort in this form of testing; c) Oral-aural testing has 

become of interest to foreign language teachers chiefly since the 

advent of World War II, when courses stressing oral-aural skills 

began to occur more widely. In short, the lack of progress in oxsal-

aural testing is simply due to a lack of effort. There is no reason 

why good tests of oral and aural skills can not be made readily and 

in the near future. 

We have already mentioned several auditory comprehension tests 

in French and Spanish, developed under the sponsorship of Henmon's 

Committee (Henmon, 1929). Cole and Tharp (1937 •  pages 343-44) lists 

a number of other aural comprehension tests in French, Spanish, and 
German; none of these tests have phonographic recordings available, 

and few of them seem to be commercially published. Nevertheless, 

. some of them incorporate features which appear to be as useful now 

as they ever were. For example, the Rogers-Clark American Council 

French Aural glaughensam Test and the Lundeberg-Tharp Audition 

Tests in French, Spanish, and German deserve examination. Some of 

their features will be described below. The chief drawback of these 

tests is that they did not have wide use and consequently did not 

get the benefit of adequate research. One reason for their lack of 

use seems to have been the apathy of many modern language teachers 

about tests in general :  particularly tests of aural comprehension. 



It se ens tot to be widely 1mo:n that the College 1, 7naence EIs111 - 

ination Board established, in 1930, en English competence exae:inc 

tion for foreign nationals who hoped to come to the United States, 

for study. This examination included measurements of aural cempre-

hension and oral ability, and was designed for administration in 

foreign countries. The examination was discontinued after 1933 
because the number of candidates to be tebted annually (averagirg 

about 30 per year) did not justify its continuation (Fiske, 1934). 

World War II brought an increased emphasis on the spoken lan-
guage and a corresponding interest in oral-aural testing. Doubtless 
there were numerous institutions teaching foreign languages which 
also sponsored the development of appropriate tests of achievement, 
but few of these efforts were reported in the literature. The text-
books in spoken foreign languages produced by the Intensive Language 

Program of the ACLS (now published as the Holt Spoken Language 
Series) incorporated a series of small-scale, non-standardized 
testing devices. At Harvard, P. J. Rulon constructed a series of 
highly interesting tests in German and Russian under a contract with 

the War Department; these tests exist on professionally-produced 
phonograph records, but they were never used, owing to the fact that 

the ASTP program for which they were designed was closed down before 
they were fully completed. 

The work of Sandri and Kaulfers (1945, 1946) with auditory com-
prehension and oral production tests in Spanish deserves special 
mention, as well as Kaulfers's(1944) oral fluency scale in Spanish, 
These tests seem particularly well designed; norms and statistical 

data are not as complete as might be desired, but this is simply 
because the tests have apparently not been widely used. They are -sot 

commercially available, but since they have been presented 

in Sandri and Kaulfers' articles, they presumably could be records „ 

 by any teacher who might wish to use them. Furthermore, they prov:dc 
models which could readily be adapted for use in other languages. In 

many respects, these tests seem to be better than several tests ci-:- 

structed at a later date 



We will conclude this brlsef history by citing a nur..bor of still 
more recent developments in the oral-aural phases of testing. The 
auditory comprehension tests constructed by Agard and Dunkel (1948) 
for their Investigation of the Study of a Second Language are fairly 
widely known, owing to their wide-spread use in connection with that 
investigation. It does not seem to be widely known, however, that 
they are still available from the Veterans Testing Service, 5741 
Drexel Ave., Chicago 37, Illinois. These tests, in French, German, 

Spanish, and Russian, will be described and commented upon below. 
Agard and Dunkel also started work on tests of oral production, but 
practically no usable materials remain from their efforts in this 
direction. 

About the same time, in 1948-1949, the War Department developed 
a series of so-called proficiency examinations in some 20 or 25 
modern languages. These were designed not so much as end-of-course 
examinations but rather as aids to locating Army personnel with 
foreign language qualifications. (The present writer happens to 
have been connected with the development of these tests.) It was 
extremely difficult to get normative or validational data for these 
examinations, but from all reports they have served their purpose 
adequately, despite their somewhat hasty construction. Each of the 
tests consisted of three parts, of which the first two parts were, 
respectively, true-false statements recorded on a phonograph record, 
and questions with multiple-choice options in English, the questions 
being recorded phonographically. The writer does not recall the 
nature of the third part cf the examination. The Army has recently 

become interested in tests of oral production (Kaplan and BerkhoPse, 

1954.) 

In connection with an extensive study of foreign language apti-

tude for the Army, performed by Dorcas et al. (1952), a series of 
special proficiency tests were constructed by the Army Language 

School in Russian, Japanese, Hungarian, Serbo -Croatian, Arabic, and 

Mandarin Chinese. These tests appear to incorporate a rather wide 
variety of testing devices, It is not known whether the 
are available outside the Army. 
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At the University of Nichigan, in the English Language Institute, 

Robert Lado '(1950, 1951, 1993) has de•eloped a series of examinations 

in English as a foreign languages These examinations appear to have 

high reliability and validity, and they have particularly well 

solved the problem of distinguishing between knowledge of lexicon 
and knowledge of language structure. 

Bove'e (1947, 1948) has constructed several ingenious tests in 

reading and in aural comprehension. While these tests are not in any 

sense standardized, they may provide some useful ideas for the con-
struction of future tests. 

Finally, Nelson Brooks, as chairman of a committee on tests (of 
the Northeast Conference on the Teaching of Foreign Languages; see 

Kellenberger, 1954) has sparked the development of an aural compre-
hension test in French which has recently been accepted by the CEEB 

as a part of its placement series. Parallel examinations in German 
and Spanish are promised in the near future. These tests incorporate 

no particularly novel features, being quite similar, for example, 
to the Lundegerg-Tharp Audition tests. They have been subjected to 
statistical analytes, and it is probable that the wide-spread enthu-
siasm about them will assure them a more permanent place than some 

of the tests which were proposed for a similar purpose as long ago 
as 1919 (see Doyle, 1927). 

III. 121.utens1 12cssiiarigztauae  Achievement.  

It is assumed that we are concerned solely with the acquisition 

of a foreign language, not with the acquisition of the culture of a 

foreign people,nor the appreciation of its literature. In another 
memorandum (Carroll, 1954) the writer has pointed out that the type 

and level of mastery achieved in a foreign language must be considered 
in at least three dimensions: 

1, flastery in terms of auditory comprehension, oral production, 
reading, and writing. 

2. Mastery of the linguistic structure (phonology, grsImml:,.r, 
uyntax) vs, mastr:f of the lexical ttwect of 
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3. T'Le 	 :Icheved felt any  

thiz is the third diension i  or :i independent variablc n  

has to be specified 

Type of Behavior 

for sack., cell of the fclloving chart: 

IANGUAGE AS 
Linguistic Structure Lexicon 

Auditory Comprehension (1) (5) 
Oral Production (2 ) (6)  

Reading ( 	 ) (7)  
Writing (8)  

6•■■••■■•••■••••••■•••. 	 

In theory, it should be possible to obtain measures of the level 

of mastery of an individual in each cell of the above table. In 
practice, it is probably easier to distinguish between the types of 

behavior represented by the vertical dimension of the table than the 
various kinds of language mastery represented by the horizontal 
dimension. This is because the vertical dimension represents differ-
ences between active (productive) and passive (receptive) behavior 
with reference to two distinct aspects of languages -- spoken lan-
guage and written language, while the horizontal dimension actually 
represents a single highly complex continum along which all the facts 
about a language can be arrayed, including its phonology, its mor-
phology, its syntax, and all the ramifications of its lexicon. 
Furthermore, even though it is possible to maintain a fairly sharp 
distinction between linguistic structure and lexicon, in the prac-
tical situation of testing it is obvious that one must use lexical 

items in testing linguistic structure. If - one takes the point of 

view that "knowing a language".is chiefly knowing its structure, 
rather than its vocabulary, testing the linguistic structure becomes 
more important. Yet, this can only be done by using lexical items. 

The difficulty can be resolved by agreeing in advance that.the lex-

icon to be utilized in testing linguistic structure will be kept as 

restricted as possible, cr restricted to an agreed vocabulary list. 

Preferably, it should be restricted to the vocabulary i•ins learr:.ed 

in tho particular couvse 	xihich achievement iz 'cc be 	 Yf 

one is interested 1n Inea:.turing "fDrcficrlency 	' 



particula2,  languaze course ; 	le:cLco must be kept to .tans of 
high frequency in the language, as deermined by approprLate fre-
quency counts (when available) or by expert judgment. 

It is very probable that most tests of language proficiency, 
regardless of which aspect they measure, are difficult for the exam-
inee in proportion as the lexicon is difficult. For example, both 
auditory comprehension and reading comprehension tests can readily 
be made difficult by including relatively infrequent or unfamiliar 
vocabulary items. Likewise, oral production and writing tests can 
be made difficult by requiring the subject to produce language about 
subjects for which he is at a loss for appropriate words in the 
foreign language. It is probably for this reason, chiefly, that 
different kinds of foreign language achievement tests are usually 
found to be highly correlated. Furthermore, it is a general rule 
'that where a number of different abilities are taught in a foreign 
language course, students progress in those abilities more or less 
equally, with the result that correlations among different types of 
achievement tests are high. On the other hand, one would expect 
relatively lower correlations between two abilities, one of which 
is taught in a course and the other of which is hardly emphasized 
at all. These considerations must be taken account of in interpret-
ing certain kinds of data which have been reported in the literature. 
Fichen (1937), for example, found correlations averaging about .8 
between tests of vocabulary and reading, as well as between tests of 

grammar and reading, whereas the correlation between grammar and 
vocabulary vas only .7. These findings can be simply explained by 
pointing to a large lexicalcomponent in all these tests. Likewise, 
Bovee's (19k8) finding of a correlation of .792 between "audio" and 
"visual" thought comprehension in French is probably to be ascribed 

Largely to the common lexical element and the fact that the class 
was taught by an oral-aural method. A similar interpretation may be 

made of the findings of Kaman (1953), who found that in a group of 

American-speaking students of Spanish, tests of various abilities 

written in Spanish tended to have a stronger general factcr than 

tests of the same abilities written in English, By cont1-1 1n27 tb 



type of traiaing and tho tyees of teet performances, one could 
probably produce any factorial structure that one might desire in 
a battery of foreign language achievement tests. This, of course, 
is only a hypothesis, but it seems te be consistent with the results 
obtained to date. (Compare also Wittenborn and Larsen's finding 
(191i4) of a single factor of German ability in the subtests of the 
Cooperative German Test and grades in college German.) 

On the subject of factorial composition of language achievement 
tests, it is probably worth while to insert a word of warning. A 
number of different factors of "verbal ability" have been demon-
strated for native speakers of English; these include "verbal know-
ledge," "word fluency," "ideational fluency," "fluency of expression," 
and the "naming factor." (See Carroll, 1941; French, 1951.) Of these, 
the only factor which truly represents knowledge of English  is the 

'verbal knowledge factor; the others represent specific kinds of 

behavior which probably reflect variations in cognitive processes 
or in personality rather than in mastery of the Language. In mea-
suring achievement in a foreign language, one wishes to measure the 
analogue of the verbal knowledge factor. The measurements should 
not reflect variations in word fluency, ideational fluency, etc. 
.For example, an oral production test in a foreign Language is pro- 
bably influenced by the factor we call "ideational fluency" if we 
require the examinee to "think up" a series of ideas; it is better 

j'or us to contrive to put the ideas in the subject's head, asking 
him only to express them in the foreign language. 

The fact that under many conditions different kinds of Language 
:achievement are highly correlated will often make it possible to rely 

heavily on the more easily constructed and reliable tests, with less 

stress on tests of such abilities as oral production, which seem 

more difficult to construct or to administer. For example, Evans 
41937) found a correlation of .80 between scores on the phonetic 
:accuracy subtest of the Lundeberg-Tharp test (a group paper-and- 
pencil test) and ratings of recorded samples of pronuncidation, Lie 
wise, Lado (1953-54) has cited the fact that his paper-ar.id-pnctl 



pz-ortna 	tes, incltlr:kd in his 	'15sh LuTuasr,  Test for 
ForeizA,St24ents, correlates hizhly 	= .89) ''with three combined_ 
tests, two of which are auditory ones, and it can therefore be used 
alone whenever it is not practicable to use in addition a test of 
aural comprehensiqn." This would imply when oral instruction has 
been given, a group test in which the examinee merely selects among 
differently pronounced vords is almost as good as an individual 
test in which he pronounces words himself. 

Nevertheless, in developing a series of achievement tests for 
a given situation, it is probably wise to construct tests for the 
various kinds of mastery in which one is interested; as experience 
accumulates with regard to the correlations between different kinds 
of tests, the tests which are less practicable or less reliable can 
be dropped if it is seen that the dimensions they measure are ade-
quately measured also by the more reliable and feasible tests. 

I should like to insist again, hoJever, on the necessity for 
careful control of vocabulary. First I should like to offer the 
hypothesii (without guaranteeing in any way that it might be con-
firmed) that an individual with a very limited vocabulary and struc-
ture might be able to do extremely well in an aural comprehension 
test which would be limited to that vocabulary and structure. For 
example, it is conceivable that an individual might be able to react 
very quickly and efficiently to a series of simple directions phrase& 

in a very simple terminology, even when the rate of speech might be 
quite fast. If this hypothesis could be confirmed, it would show 
that beyond a certain point the acquisition of a foreign language 
is almost solely a matter of obtaining a larger vocabulary and all 

that that implies. It would also imply that in any battery of for-

eign language achievement tests, the measurement of vocabulary 
should be kept as far as possible independent of other aspects of 

language achievement. The assumption here is that if an individuai 

knows the general phonological and orthographic system of a language. 
acquisition of a vocabulary item by one mode (e . g, visual) 

immediately transfer to aucther mode (a.g. auditory), :LakfnE thr 



sr,7:arate testin'J 	 systams unneces 	
4

sary. 	(o'hele Ls, - 
of course, the specie/ laso of languages which are written ideo-
uaphically; Chinese anal Japanese are the only well-known examples. 
Here it is necessary to test separately for auditory and visual 
vocabulary.) 

We will aow proceed to a survey of the various kinds of language 

achievement aest peaformances, classified in terms of the type of 
behavior sampled, oad the kind of linguistic knowledge measured. 

IV. Types 	ForflEPTAEELua mert_lit4a122T--.122IS. 
As he,_; been indicated before, foreign language tests may be 

usefully 'atego7ised into tests of reading, of writing, of aural 
comprehension, Ind of oral production. This classification recog-
nizes a divisim into tests of competence with the spoken language 
and tests of competence with the written language, and a further 
division into tests measuring passive control and tests measuring 
active contre:L. In practice, it is not always easy to maintain these 

• distinctions nevertheless, this survey will attempt to follow this 
clabsificata. 

Tests of Reiling Skills  

The c..nion element in the test to be considered here is the 
fact tht'hey involve responses to foreign language materials in 
writted c! printed  form and that they can be administered as group 
parr-arl7pencil tests. They involve what may be called "passive" 
vatrol of foreign language lexicon and structure, in the sense that 
decodin3 of the foreign language is emphasized, the only encoding 

 being into the native Language, 	The foreign language stimuli in- 

volved range from single words and phrases to long passages of 

It is true that, as Anderson and Fairbanks (1937) have shown for 
native speakers of English, there are discrepancies between English 
!treading" and"hearing" vocabularies, depending upon ability in 
reading. These are so smell, relatively, as not to overthrow the 
assumption made here. 
**For convenience, we shall usually speak of English as t7 nat 
language, since this paper is oriented chiefly around prolc,r-13 
measuring foreign language ski' l ,s of native speakers of Erz -i_isn, 
reader may mutare mutandis in case he is concerned with tetz to t?.' 
applied to EFET7F speakers of other lenguRges besidee v3.7,t7Mh 



3. 	- 

connfF:ct,;, d discourse. The tes:,;s. in whLch 	ucrth; a2-c- the C;ir- 

ullare, in the main, vocabulary Lents, while tests with more ex-

tended stimuli are usually callad reading comprehension tests, but 

even these often turn chiefly on lnowledge of vocabulary rather 

than of grammar and syntax. 

a.Tests of vocabulary -- Vocabulry tests exist in a variety of 

forms They may be set up either at recognition tests or as recall 

tests. it has been established a number of times that these two 

types are very highly correlated (Hen:Ion, 1929, 15, 346). It may 
be harder to make direct inferences about the size of an individual's 
vocabulary from a recognition test thin fvom a recall test, but 
recognition tests order the examinees very reliably. (It should be 

noted that in speaking of recall teals at this point, we are thinking 

only of those tests in which the stimulus is a foreign language word, 

and the subject must recall its English mewing. Tests of recall 

where the subject supplies the foreign language word are treated 
under the category of writing tests.)Recognit ,xn tests of vocabulary 
are found in the following varietieo:the foreiAn language word may 

be matched e“her with English words, words in he foreign Language, 

or with pictures or other non-linguistic represeLtations. There 

seem to be six possible types, as .,ollows: 

1. A printed foreign language wcvd is to be match‘d with one of 
a number of words in English. 

Example: (German) 

fast 	 (Item #1,;  CEEB, 12rA) 
---T. probably 

2. extremely 
3. usually 
4. nearly 
5. often 

2. A printed English word is to be matched with cne of a 1 ,1-lbe7' 
of options in the foreign language: 

Example: (German) 	 (Item #9, CEEB, 1954) 
explain 

1. ausgeben 
2. empfinden 
3. entl4ssen 

erk1F,wm 
5 erschopfen 
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5. The item is composed solely of foreign language wor6s, among 
which the subject must identify synonyms, or eliminate words 
net belongf_ng with the remaininc words. 

Exa!nple (a) (German) 	(item, # 13, CEEB, 1954) 
Pick the pair of synonyms: 

(1) gedampft (2) sass (3) feucht (4) angstvoll 
Yxample (b) (French) 	(from Bonnardel, 1951) 

Eliminate the weird 	doczn't belong with the rest: 
1. gal 2. rieur 3. souriant 4. triste 5. mutant 6. jcsye,1 

4. A foreign language word or phrase is to be matched with one of 
c. number of options, also in the foreign language. This type 
of item is favored by some because it need not involve any trans-
lation into English, at least in theory. Actually, there is no 
guarantee that the student will not resort to a quick mental 
translation into English; recent evidence seems to show that 
some highly practiced bilinguals continually practice translation 
from one language to another. 

Examples: (French) 

chagrin 	 (Item #18, CEEB, 1954) 
1. expression moqueuse 
2. mineral combustible 
3. animal A deux cones 
4. vieux morceau d'etoffe 
5. ftat d'esprit douloureux 

.- agir sans reflexion, c'est etre (Item #21, CEEB, 1954) 
1. aveugle 
2. acharn6 
3. fpris 
4. gtourdi 
5. brouillard 

Example: (German) 	 (Item #36, CEO, 1954) 
Sie haben Ihre Uhr verloren: 

evee un en•auert das? 
2. Ich Matte vorsichtiger sein sollen. 
3. Ich muss sie zum Uhrmacher bringen. 
4. Wie befinden Si: rich? 

The last item might be classified as a reading comprebe t3lon 

it is just as likely to turn en knowledge of vocabulary. 

5. A freign language vo;'d is to be matchvd. with a nur:lber 
in the form of pic ,.J7- 	with vb,lch the forelzn 	 rC. 

oc atoll 



Mpoich 
----- 1: picture of table) 

2.  picture of rag) 
3.  picture of stailway) 
4.  picture of a painting) 

6. One might also present a picture with four possible foreign 
language words as options. No example will be given here; 
this type of item is the opposite of type 5. . It would, at 
least, require fewer pictures to be drawn than type 5. 

These six types present endless possibilities for item construc-

tion; each type may be made easy or difficult depending upon the 
commonness or rarity of the key word or words and upon the extent to 
which the options require fine discriminations. Type 1 is undoubtedly 
the easiest to construct, and it is the commonest; Type 2 tends to be 

slightly more difficult for the examinee. Both types 1 and 2 presume 
that English is the native language of the examinee (or at least that 
the examinee is highly fluent in English); thus, these types are not 
appropriate where one has individuals of differing language back-

grounds. For example, a native speaker of French might fail miser-
ably on a French vocabulary test composed of items of type 1. Types 
3 and 4 do not suffer from this disadvantage, nor do items of types 
5 and 6, if the pictorial material is sufficiently neutral with re-
spect to cultural content. Type 3 is likely to measure more than 
simply knowledge of a foreign language; items composed in this way 
may actually turn out to be intelligence tests, in the sense that 

they might differentiate individuals who have equal knowledge of the 

foreign language vocabulary involved. Type 4 is probably a good 
format, but since it involves so much foreign language material, it 

would not be useful in a diagnostic sense; that is, for example, one 

might not know whether an individual fails an item because he did 

not know the stimulus word or because he misunderstood :gome word in 

one of the options. Thus, such items might tend to be more unreliable_ 

Vocabulary items involvins the use of pictures are more cumber-

some to construct s  to be sil23e, bv.t they are free of certain di~-- 

advntnces shared by other type:i. 	For example, they are 17.ee-;:A:n-lt 
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of the e::aminee's control of the English langusge, and they minimise 
dependence on his control of the foreign language orlthography. 

Completion tests of foreign language vocabulary practically always 

require the supplying of an English translation (in written form) 
for a given foreign language word. Sometimes these words are em-
bodied in a sentence or larger context, in which case the subject 
can use the context for making inferences about the meaning of the 
word. This often has the effect of testing the subectis ability 
to infer the meanings of new words. Such a test, however, is not 
diagnostic of actual word knowledge, since supplying a correct trans-
lation may depend either on actual knowledge of the word as such or 
upon an ability to infer the meanings of unfamiliar words from con-
text; one has no way of ascertaining which it is. If one really 
wants to test ability to infer meanings of new words from context, 
possibly a separate ability test should be devised along the lines 

• of the work of Werner and Zaplan (1950) where one presents the 
subjects with items such as the following: 

What is a corplum? Notice its use in the following sentences: 
1. A corplum may be used for support. 
2. Corplums may be used to close off an open place. 
3. A corplum may be long or short, thick or thin, strong 

or weak. (etc.) 
It happens that Gibbons (1940) has already developed such a test; 

he finds that the ability to construct the meaning of a strange 
word from context is very specific. 

If there-  is any real reason to construct a completion test of 
vocabulary, it would probably be a more valid test if the foreign 
Language word were not presented in context (except to the extent 
necessary to specify the particular meaning intended). But even 
such a test has little to offer beyond what can be measured by an 
„ordinary multiple-choice vocabulary test in one of the varieties 

described above. Stalnaker and Kurath (1935) found these types 
correlated highly and were approximately equal in reliability. 



b, q'ee:e of reeding comeechensio:e - , Ttems deeigred to neesure 
reading Conprehension are those in -which the foreign lanuage 
etimulue is longer than a word or a phrase. The assumption is 
that comprehension of the foreign language material depends on 
knowledge of the structure of the language. Actually, it most often 
depends upon knowledge of lexical items. For example, in the folloe-

ing German sentence, which the student is supposed to indicate a2 
True or False, the student who knows all the structural character-
istics of German, such as the morphemes for the superlative of 
adjectives, might still mark the statement incorrectly if he does 
not know certain words, such as Rerze: 

Das kleinste Streichholz brennt heller als die juste Kerze. 

Therefore, in order for reading comprehension items to be truly diag-
nostic of the structure points of the language, the vocabulary must 
be carefully controlled. These items exist in a number of varieties. 
Perhaps the' commOnest is the one where the statement in the foreign 
Language are to be indicated as true or false. An example of such 

• an item was given.above. One must be careful, in constructing such 
items, to limit them to statements whose truth or falsity will be 

well within the experience of the persons who are likely to 'be tested. 
In other variants, there may be statements in the foreign language 

(one or Aore sentences) after which occur multiple-choice, true-false, 
or completion questions on the statement. The lead and the options 
may be either in English or in the foreign language. Finally, there 

is the Van Wagenen technique (Menmon, 1929,  p. 301) in which the 

subject is supposed to check whether statements (either in English 
or the foreign language, but usually the former) contain Ideas ex- 

1 

pressed in the paragraph or derivable from them or not. Ruch snf 

Vander Eeke (see Henmon, 1929, p. 30) performed an experiment en 
the relative reliability and validity of these various tapes of read-

ing comprehension items. The conclusion was that the type where the 
items are in the form of T-F statements, based on the orginal Para-

graph, Yeas the most reliable and valid type, •hen allo 	WAS m=::.cL 

for time required, 	 etc, SL:-.e the Ven 

tectnique ves 	 tn 	 Y- 



of rr,:_3 of the same characteristics as the T-F item, it may have 
s„ to to recommend it (except for the danger that it may in-. 

volve too much "reasoning," independent of actual language know-
ledge). 

One 	.eat difficulty which is encountered with all tests of 

reading comprehension (whether a foreign language is involved or not) 

is the possibility that the questions can be answered extremely well 

even when the subject answers by "common sense" or by noting certLin 

internal characteristics of the questions. Reading comprehension 

questions should always be tested on individuals who have not read 

the paragraphs on which they are based. 

Finally, we may classify translation tests of a recall type as 

measures of reading skill. About the only way in which this type 
of test can be made objective is to set up a sentence in a foreign 

language, the subject being required to choose which of a series 

of English sentences is a correct (or the best) translation of the 
foreign language sentence; an even better refinement is to construct 

a paragraph with a number of words or phrases supplied with "trans-
lations", the subject being required to state in each case whether 
the translation is accurate or not. 

Several other types of reading tests present themselves as 
interesting possibilities. One would be an adaptation of the tech-
nique used in the Minnesota Speed of Reading test (Eurich, 1936), 
which consists of a series of paragraphs which contain, at random 

intervals, words which do not fit with the sense of the paragraph. 
The subject is supposed to read the material as rapidly as possible, 
indicating his progress by underlining the nonsensical words. 
Although to the best of my knowledge this technique has not been 
used in measuring foreign language achievement, it ought to be use-
ful, particularly for discriminating among the more advanced stu-

dents. The technique would also lend itself to scaling, iith refer-
ence to the performance of native speakers of the foreign language 
involved. 
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What ..ni:_Tht be T/eant by "vr.iting skill"? In the context of this 

paper, we certainly do not mean the skill displayed by a Shakespee 

of a Fa ..11kner, or even a writer on the New Yorker  staff. What the 
foreign language teacher usually means hereby is simply the ability 

to "put one's thoushts on paper" in the foreign language. The ability 
to write a reasonably intelligent letter, without betraying the limi-

tations imposed by imperfect knowledge of the foreign tongue, exem-

plifies one of the aims of foreign Language instruction. A direct 

attack on the measurement of this ability, then, might be simply to 

ask the student to write such a fetter, or similar composition. But 

of course, such a direct approach has its disadvantages, not the least 

of which is the consequent subjectivity of scoring and the great 

Labor in securing reliable ratings. Besides this, the task imposed 

on the student has a minimum of restriction; if he is smart, he will 

say whatever his knowledge of the language permits him to say, and 
one will never be the wiser if he can't say some things he might 

otherwise say. The testing situation is entirely too uncontrolled 

to obtain any reliable pointer-reading -- it is gross, unstructured, 

and the results will be unconvincing or misleading. Many current 

tests and examinations of foreign language "composition" ability 

suffer from these defects. 

What, in essence, are the behaviors and knowledges required 

for intelligent setting down of thoughts in a foreign language? 

First, there must he "thoughts." But this will be true whether the 

- student is writing in his own language or in another language. We 

are not interested in testing for the presence of "thoughts." (Even 
if we ask students to write themes in English, their native language, 

one finds treinendous variations in performance-) Some students do 

not seem 	have much to say, at least not while they are in process 

of being examined -- and perhaps this deficiency can be e.7ccused; we 

shall not go into the possible psychological explanations for this, 

Let us, therefore, put thoughts into their heads- We sh a ll have to 

do this ';):T.  using the student's native language (if one 6:)jects 
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the ase of the native lanEuage, one 	hie to be prepared to con- 

struct *::Ictorial materials so admirably contrived that they will 

constitute stimuli which can be expected to lead unequivocally to 
certain verbalizations, and this is a difficult if not impossible 
feat.) 

Secondly, there must be facility in active recall of the various 
structural and lexical features of the language to be used. We need, 
therefore, to construct our tests out of English phrases or sentences 
which in translation will demand the knowledge of specified  structure 
points and lexical items. Normally, these will be the structure 
points and lexical items which have been taught in the language 

course in 'which we are testing achievement. When we are testing 
students of unknown or heterogeneous foreign language experience, 
we shall have , to resort to sampling from the more common elements 
of the language to_vhich they mar _be expected to have been exposed, 
unless, ofcourseve are interested in discriminating among the 
upper levels of ability. 

- We may. now,sonsider methods of testing knowledge of language 

structure._ Many. of these methods were considered earlier in con7_ 
nection.vith,the„measurement of vocabulary,and reading comprehension.•
What:remains to be considered here are those types of tests which 

emphasizeendoding into the foreign language, either by active pe-
oall.of,the.rWe.i. foreign language_foris and expressions (in written 

;form 9r4tIvyp‘Ofi.aciVerecognitionof such f9rmsendexpres- 

ons 	he,,,Ovidenc . ;leads us to expect' that recall and recognition 

will be.high correla ted here as . , in other cases. 

T emarean4dNEP of varieties of objective or semi-objective 

:test itemsmeasUring'active knowledge of foreign language grammar. 

We gave examples 
.x,. 	la. (supply missing element 

ives.me-t %;pen-knife. 	 canif '( ocdy 152, ;P. 62 ) 
7 can 	eaa -1,0A41 men, Fariez 	hoTmes, (Hennon,1929.3fA) 
2a. She opelee ,,11 the windows. 

Elle a „to 	les fen ,J::res. 

2) zuvrie 
0) wver: 
( 4 1 o'dve-rte? 	 (CEET.-1, 
(5) ou'vertes 



2b. He arrived without anybody's knoling it. 
(1 Er kam an, ohne class es jemand wusste. 
(2 Er kam an, ohne class es jeder vusste. 
(3 Er kam an, ohne jemand es zu wissen. 
(4 Er kam on, ohne von jemandem erkannt za werden. 

(CEEB. 1954, #31) 
3a. (Complete missing elements.) 

an a student. 

3b. do you live? I live on State Street. 
(Ledo, Examinations  in Structure,  Form Cpp.5) 

4. (Choose correct alternative) 
Is (it, there) ten o'clock yet? 

Items La, lb, 2a, and 2b supply English versions, as if to suggest 
the "thoughts" which are to be rendered, while the context alone 
is strong enough, in items 3a, 3b, and 4 to suggest the proper com-
pletion. 	Items la, lb, 3a, and 3b require active recall, while 
the remainder do not. There are many who dislike the multiple-
choice grammar items, since it is difficult to make "likely" alter- 
natives, and much can be said against pretenting ungrammatical forms 
and constructions at any stage of language learning. 

Any of these item types may be chosen, depending upon the par-
ticular structure point or lexical item to be tested. It vill be 
noted that it is difficult, as always, to separate grammar from lex-
icon in test items, particularly in the items which require recall 
rather than mere recognition. For example, in item la. the indi-
vidual might not recall the verb donner, despite its commonness. 
The item might be changed to 

Give ( donner)  me the pen-knife.  	le canif. 

Furthermore, in many of these items one is testing foreign language 
decoding as veil as encoding; nevertheless, it may generally be 
assuied that decoding is more facile than encoding, and hence gen-

erally at a lover level on a scale of difficulty. 

The format of any of these items can be carried into tests in 

. which connected discourse is involved, thus enabling one to test 

for almost any level of mez;tery of the vocabulary, gra=r, and 

idioms of a foreign languaze Andrus (1942), for example, reports 



sv1,3(c.,s with a corlpion teet in vhich perallel - nsseEe Lf 
Enal•_s:e tend_ French were gieen; cereaen wor2s or phrases were dE2etc: 

from the French text and corresponding parts of the English pseenge 

underlined and numbered to agree with numbers replacing the omitted 
word or phrase in the French text. The so-called "interlinear 
exercise r  developed by the CEEB (CEEB, June 1954) to measure English 

composition might be used at the upper levels of foreign language 

ability to measure performance in writing in the foreign language. 
The interlinear exercise presents a connected paragraph which con-

tains at certain points a number of grammatical blunders, words 

improperly chosen, and infelicitous or awkward expressions. The 

text is printed with wide spaces between the lines, and the student 

is instructed to "treat it as though it were the first draft of a 
composition of your own, and revise it so that it conforms with 

standard formal English." Experienced graders can achieve a high 
degree of reliability in marking the papers, using guide sheets 

showing the trouble spots in the text and examples of acceptable 
and inacceptable corrections. 

For the direct, diagnostic testing of active knowledge of 
foreign language vocabulary items, it is necessary to use recall 
items in which the stimulus for the eliciting of a foreign language 
word is either (a) a defining phrase or a synonym, (b) an English 
word or phrase, or (c) a picture. For example, the word Bleistift  
in German might be elicited either by the German definition Ein 

Dina, das aus Holz semacht ist, mit dem man schreibt, or by the 
English word pencil or by a picture of a pencil. 

Several other types of items are useful in testing knowledge of 

foreign language grammar. There is a whole series of possible types, 

ex ,mplified in many textbooks, in which the student is given scme 
definite task in manipulating linguistic forms. Practically all of 
these can be made highly objective because of the inherently all-or-
none character of linguistic structure. For example, students ern 1, 

asked to change tense, person, number of verbs; to col-_vert 

intcinterrogative forms, E-tc, Weverthele*s, one 1-Aul6 Le ca-fs., 



tc avecl 	 stuCcrto trained in the teminoloay of fo-mal 

gramLar and upsetting the chances of stuents who may have leapned • 

good 022ammatical habits without learning formal terminology. Hence, 

special grammatical terminology should be avoided as far as possible; 

one is interested in testing ability to encode in the foreign lan-
guage rather than the ability to talk about its grammar. (For ex-

ample, avoid the type of item recommended by Coleman in the book 
edited by Hawkes, Lindquist, and Mann, 1936, p. 321, in which the 

test maker formulates several grammatical rules and then asks the 

student which rule is illustrated by each of a series of sentences. 

This sort of grammatical exercise, which has little to do with 
knowledge of a language, is justifiably avoided in contemporary 
modern language teaching, and hence incontemporary achievement ex-
amining.) 

For purposes of illustration, here are a few samples of special 
grammatical tasks taken from Lado's tests in English structure: 

Supply the proper interrogative word(s): 

is my pencil? On the table. 
-7—Shirts do you want? Two,please, 

Which expreSses permission? 

You (Should, may, ought to) use my pen. 

Convert to negative form. 

She sings well. 

Give the correct verb form. 

She (SING) a beautiful song last night. 

Rearrange: 
the on the corner, house,  124a_ 	like ? ? 	 

3 

For reasons stated earlier, there are a number of arguments 
against tests of free composition They depend as much on what the 
student may happen to have to say as upon his knowledge of foreign 
Language structure and lexicon, and they present numerous difficulties 
with respect to administrative feasibility, scoring reliability, etc 

The topics set for free composition must be such that students cannot 

easily he coached for them and prepare lomposition In a. - Tance; yet, 



	

these tpics m_7.st lead to ccpssiflons 	al?e vi ',73 -11n 	71t• ,  

experies and vocabulary, Fol: the Fake of completeliss, hoae 

should be mentioned that qualy scales in uritten compssitio .1 

for .several languages (French, German, and Spanish); this uoTk is 
extensively reported in Henmon (1929, Chapter III). These scales 

are to be used as standards of reference in judging any given com-

position. For example, here are qualities 0, 6, snd 14 c,x. G ,a27 n 

scale A: 
Quality 0 • 

Die Knob sie moschend eine Hous sie in ein balm est Sle 

arbeitet ich sehe drie Khabe. Sie sind in einer Gross Baum, 

Quality 8 

Auf die Leiter (?) ist Ails drei Knaben sind um zvglf Yahre 

Sie'sind sehr kiug, well die so sch8n sin Haus bauen 

Onnen:"- ' Eiti'Khabe hat der Hammer in der Hand und ist fleisslg 

am DiggelsChtagen. -  Diessed Haus hat viele Fenster, und ich 

nehme'dadeo - ein'SuMMer HaUt ist. Vielleicht werden die 
Knaben'darinolineli well dad - Wetter gut ist. Das wird schOn 

seine 'Die -Vogel -werden sie - 'amuSsieren, und die Laube wird 

die Sonnevollihnen-loalten. 

quality 14 - 	- 
ittkip*Pit 

Heinrich, Karl und.deorg sind die Kinder eine6 ZIAtheriware 

	

Der Vater sprach oft mit seine 	von Seiner Arbeit. Manch- 
habpndie'Kinaer dem. Vater geholfen;, die konntenA.hM die 

- 	 . 
brAngen, Oder den HamMer halteh. 

Efhst:gab der Voter den Khaben "(Anise Bretter and —eine .  
Leiter. Georg saga 'ter mochte ein Vogeihaus bauen. Heinrich 

woilte,,eine,ScheUne bauen. 'Each vielem Plaudern wghlte Karl 

eige .Idee.die den rudern auch &fie,— Eine Leiter vurde 

gegen einen bausgetragen, und die Arbeit war. begonnen. 

obeni-unier grosie Achste, iurde .  ein kieln-ea SPielhaAis b?balit 

_leden Tag, nach der SChulei, haben die Kinder da" geleSen, 

gesungen odegeschrieben, Auch luden sac .i,e n.itt:.1r 
. 	 . 

Vater ein ihn zu besuchen: 



It eight Le c=nented, insiclent:aly s  that the type of mate?' 

exempl -12 -Led by Quality Scale 8 might make the basis for a. good 
"f, nterlinenr exercise." 

One major difficulty uith quality scales, at least as applied 
to foreign language materials, is the multi-dimensionality of the 
objects to be rated. What if the spelling of a composition is 
impeccable, but its vocabulary and syntax put it very low? Does 
one strike a balance, or does one weight one factor more than another? 

These are difficult questions to anticipate or to resolve. 

Tests of Auditory Comprehensibn  

Here we shall consider tests emphasizing the ability to decode 
spoken foreign language stimuli: It has often been alleged that 
this type presents insuperable obstacles; in actuality, it presents 
no more difficulty for the test constructor than tests of reading 
comprehension.e Many item types feasible in tests of reading vocabu-
lary and comprehension can be converted to tests of auditory com-
prehension by the simple device of presenting the stimuli in spoken 
form, leaving the options in printed form. 

One of the difficulties alleged to be associated with tests of 
auditory comprehension is that on the one hand, spoken language sti-
muli are too unstandardized if they are left to be read by the person 
administering the test, but on the other hand, the voice of a speaker 
on a phonograph or a tape recording will be too unfamiliar, either 
in register or in dialect, to the student who has never heard the 
voice of any foreign speaker other than his instructor. In my opinion, 
this difficulty has been exaggerated; if students have difficulty with 
a recorded, unfamiliar voice, it reflects upon the failure of the 

instruction to provide the necessary variety of models. By all means 

auditory comprehension tests must be given by means of recordings 

of high fidelity in rooms with appropriate acoustical properties 

There can be. a "warm-up" period on the recording, in which the nzitive 

speaker/3 voice starts in English and than gives very 	materics 

in the fo:?eirn lanuge--naterials oc simple that zlear17 any Ftuc* :.enz. 
v i Ii gain confidence by lealiziniz a c^esa wIth thera- 
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it. :3 in :-.;"_-, cr types of fol.n. 	 ac:Aievem-,i,nt 

co ,L-)rell,onsion te.sto m3asure different I:inds of performances 

They may test comprehension of the spoken language vIthout any 

refe7enoe to the printed form of the foreign language, or they may 

test the ability to match spoken utterances with printed materials 

in the foreign language; these performances may be quite different, 
They may test knowledge of lexicon or of grammar and usage. The 

amount of retention required may vary from practically nothing, as 

in tests where a simple phrase is to be comprehended, tc a great 

deal, as in tests which present long discourses with questions to 
be answered thereon. They may require either the recognition (selec-

tion) of correct answers or the supplying (recall) of the correct 

answers. It is difficult to choose a basis for ordering these types 

in,our discussion. In all cases the auditory stimulus is an utter-

ance (of some. length, short or long) in the foreign language but 

the type of response to be made by the examinee varies. 

1. Writing  from dicI911.2r/LIALI2E2Isaaeorti..._ 
The subject writes a spoken sentence in the foreign language 

orthography. The average memory span places a limit upon the amount 

that can be dictated continuously with sufficient time for the sub-

ject to execute his response. This type obviously calls into play 
the subject's knowledge of foreign orthography; it could not be used, 
for example, in a course in Chinese where the writing system is not 
being taught. It is of no particular use when interest is primarily 

in comprehension of the spoken language. The technique involves some 
difficulties in scoring, but it can be made objective, though not 
mechanical. 

2. Writin from dictation: b Writint in •honetic or phonemic 
 transcrfpasa.  This kind of task has not appeared, to my knovledge, 

in any formal achievement test, but the technique may be In use by 
some foreign language teachers. Scoring can be objective, but not 

mechanical. 
- 	3o altingfrom dictationg  (clfesststdl.ctation, 

In general, this type exists only in theory; it would be feasible 

only If students •;Jere ka.ught a forei,71'language shovths.d 

one varl.tnt Is pon3ible; If nwribes (Ire dictated --_  
vier hundert sechs und sieb24), tne exaninee 	 ao1e t) 
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up •o .11_1' 	C:ictLtion. Thf_e, type has been enploited, u21nG an arti 

ficial l_nguaEe test, it 	aptiturle test developed by the writer, 

'CaIyolI, 194-1, Artificial Language Irumbers Test). 

4. Translation from spoken utterance: (a) Single words or short 

phlases. In effect, this is a test of auditory passive vocabulary. 

The word is presented, the English equivalent to be written by the 

examinee. Except for the fact that scoring may present some diffi-
culties, and cannot possibly be mechanical, this type has much to 

recommend it, since it can be directly scaled, and used diagnostically. 

Occasionally a certain amount of foreign language context may have 

to be provided in view of possible multiple English meanings for 

foreign language forms. 

5. Translation  from spoken utterances: (b) Sentences or short 

paragraphs. This type cf test can tap knowledge of grammar and 

idiom, as well as lexicon. As a type of test where the subject 

supplies the answer, it does not lend itself readily to objective 

scoring, and it cannot be mechanically scored. If the stimuli are 
too long, there is too much reliance on memory span. 

6. Following directions from spoken  utterance. This type is 

suggested by certain intelligence tests in which the examiner asks 

the subject to perform certain tasks. Perhaps this could be done 

in a foreign language as a group paper-and-pencil test. To my 

knowledge, this type has not been tried in any formal foreign lan-

guage achievement test. It has the advantage that the foreign lan-

guage utterance could be paced quite rapidly, but the disadvantage 

that the vocabulary of paper-and-pencil test directions ("circle the 
star," "cross out the triangle," etc.) is not likely to be within 

usual foreign language vocabularies unless special ingenuity is sho'n 

in constructing the test. 

7. Indicating the truth or falsity  of foreign  lanEL.§e statements. 

This has been an extremely popular variety which seems to be easily 

constructed and highly reliable and valid if care is exercised in 

construction. Many examples can be found in the work of Rulon (1944) 

in German and Russian, and Sandri and Kaulfers (1946) in Italian 2'6 

was used extensively in Army Language Proficiency Tests Ln a nam,r. 



of langua3es. This type of test has the advantage that feeeegn 

language orthography is involved in no way; it depenCe solely on 

comprehension of the foreiPn language sentence,--it being assumed 

that anyone who comprehends the sentence will immediately perceive 

its truth or falsity. 

Examples: (from Fulon's German test) 

Voice 	 Answer 	(Translation) 
Eine Bibliothek ist eine Verkaufstelle F 

Viele Deutsche trinken Bier 
Wir schiafen in einew Koffer 
Bauern leben in Schlosser 
Es schneiet im Winter 
Berufs6ezeichuungen findet man auf 

FamilieRnamen 
Sietmal funf ist f hif and zwanzig 

A library is a place 
where things are cold 
Many Germans drink beer 
We sleep in a trunk 
Farmers live in castles 
It snows in winter 
One finds occupational 
terms in family names 

7 x 5 = 25 

T 

F 
T 
T 

F 

Kamen Sie den Mond berthren? 	 F Can you touch the moon? 

By keeping the items short and limiting the crucially difficult 
aspect of each item to one element (the others being relatively easy), 
this type of test can probably be made scalable; it is possible that 
structural'andAexical knowledge can be tested separately. 

as. Ant:46ring qUistions  (one-word answers).  (Since we are here 
intyrested-in auditory-comprehension rather than oral production or 
loriting skill,' it 'will be assumed that the answers are written in 
English.) "Bdivee (1948) provides numerous examples of items of this 
ype; in What he calls his "audio recognition test of typical thought 
its," Ita'iluesitiorii-are to , be dictated orally; they are so formu- 
ted that #Nra Iiinglet iwOrd answer' in eithei French or English would' 

give unmistakable evidence of comprehension." 

Examples r: (answers to be written in English) 
Quei est votre nom? 
De quoi a-t-on besoin pour acheter un chapeau? 

9. Multiple  choice: (a) Choosing correct translation  in English.  
This can be done either with single word stimuli or short phrases, 
or with scmtcrices• In effect, these correspond to tests of reading 

comprehension and reading vocabulary disdUised earlier. Thii form 
of test was employed by Semdri and Kaulfers (1946) in the aural com-
prehension test in Italian. It seems probable that if bcth :spoken 
and written forms of the language have been taught, auditory and 

reading vocabulary tests will correlate highly. 



1"2% 	 choics: (LI qzi. 	answea- to questf.cns, com- 
:12Lir ,:arlizcfaa,... etc. Ms optioLa are printed either in English 
or the foreign language; usually it is the fo_ner, in order to be 
sure that one is testing auditory comprehension of the spoken lan-
guage stimulus rather than the reading of the options. Some prefer 

to have options in the foreign language in order to reduce the ten-
dency to translation. This type has been very popular and is easy 
to construct. Scoring can be objective and mechanical. 

Examples: 
Voice 	 2211.9.aa 

1. Ein Mann, der Fleisch verkauft 14 
2.  
3.  

2. Se cultivan las Flores en un.. 1. 
2. 
3. 

baker (Agard-Dunkel Tests 
butcher/of Aural Comprehen-
doctor Lsion, Lower level) 
garden 	(Agard-Dunkel Tests 
box-car 	of Aural Compre- 
coal-mine 	hension) 

3. 6u va-t-on pour prendre un 
train? 

1. En voiture (From Barnard- 
2. Au guichet Yale Aural Test, 
3.). la Bare 	&,apple Form, 
4. En chemin de fer)Part II,#5) 
5. A la guerre 

11. NaltiElt_choice: (c) ch2alui "associations"  with stimulus 
word or sentence.  Here the options do not necessarily have to be 
translations of the stimuli; they may have any kind of association 
with the stimulus, however remote, as long as it is closer than 
those of the wrong alternatives. The options may be either in English 
or the foreign language. This interesting technique, with options 
in the foreign language, was used by Buchanan in his "Spanish Apti-
tude Test" (Fennaon, 1929, p. 309), from which the following examples 
are taken: 

Voice (Spanish) 

leer [read] 

agues (water) 

despus de despertarse, 
mi he,rtaano miro su reloj 
[After waking, my brother 
looked at his watch,]  

Options (printed)[Translations in brackcts] 

esciavo osar 
fslavej 	[dare] 
luz 	aver 
[light] 	[yesterd::.y] 

coz1,2101.-c.r,11 

casa 
lhouse) 

beber 
[drink] 

libro 
[book] 

nombre 
[name] 

atreverse 
as tar 

comercial 
levantarse 



12. i'...ltf.11. 10 &.eicet 	Ohoosin pictures represented by cr 

aesccisteC' with fcreio laL:uage stimuli. The foregoing two types 

suffer from the disadvantage that the options must be in English or 

in a foreign language orthography; some will object to the necessity 

for translating and others will object to the use of the foreign 

language crthography. Both objections can he met when the opticns 

are pictures. It seems clear that an infinite variety of lenguaEe 

patterns can be tested pictorially; it is not necessary that the 

picture represent what is said, and thus one is not limited to the) 

use of directly "picturable" words or concepts. All that is needed 
is to utilize associations which may be clearly suggested by a picture. 

As has been mentioned in connection with reading and writing tests, 

the preparation of pictures may require special talents, and is a 

time-consuming process. Nevertheless, it has proved a highly success-

ful technique. Examples may be found in a number of Lado's tests 

of English in a foreign language, in several of Rulon's tests in 

German and Russian, and elsewhere. Here are examples (pictures are 
described verbally because reproduction facilities are lacking). 

Voice 	 Picture Options 
"The boy likes milk chocolate." A. [Happy boy holdingglass 

of chocolate milk.) 
B. [Unhappy boy rejecting 

glass of chocolate milkj 
C. [Happy boy holding a big 

bar of milk chocolate.j (This example from Lado, 1950) 

Here is another example, from one 

series of 10 items use the same four 

are given here. 
liTzture) 

man and wife sit at 
home; wife knitting; 

tman reading newspaper 

A  
(picture) 

of Rulon's German tests. A 
pictures; four of the items 

(picture) 

a letter is being 
put into a mailbox 

airplane about to leave 1 
from an airport; personsl 
embarking 

--B 	  
(picture) 

woman at grocery 
counter, talking to 
clerk 
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(fang;; ,,'. 

74enn ayt zu dem :.estnengsent no :h dte genaue Eummee 
hineefegt, spart uan zu mindent .,..nun halben Tag, 

2_ Ganz mnnelos, ale sasse an zu Hause in einem gerattlichen 
Sessel, kpmn matheute die grBssten Entfernungen in 
kurzester Zeit uoervinden. 

"Hobe ich Thnen schon erzanit, as ich gestern einen 
Brief von meinem frnheren Verkaufer bette, per Luftpoet? 

(D) Er sehnt rich so nach Hause and nach semen Eitern." 

5, "Sie sind der letzto auf meiner Liste. Wenn ich mit 
meinen Besorgungen hier fertig bin, kann ich nach Haase (D) 
gehen and mich den ganzen Abend ausruhen." 

[Translations;) 
1. If one adds the exact number to the place of destination, one 

saves at least half a day. 

2. Without any effort, as if one ware sitting at home in a com 
foftable easy chair, one can nowadays master the greatest 
distances in a very short time. 

4,"Dii I tell you that I had a letter from my former salesman, 
via air-mail? He has such longing for home and his parents." 

5. You are last on my list. After I get through with my pur-
chases here, I can go home and rest all evening." 

13. Multiple choice form of dictation  test. This type of test 
has been popular on several occasions during the last twenty years. 

It was used originally in one of the subtexts of the Lundeberg-

Tharp Audition Tests (Cole and Tharp, 1937, pp. 345 f.), and it has 
recently been utilized in the auditory tests developed by Nelson 

Brooks and his committee (Kellenberger, 1954). In this form of test 

the stimulus (preferably a recorded voice) reads one of the options 

in each item, the student being required to indicate which one it is 

Here are examples of items in French, German, and Spanish presented 

by Cole and Tharp (1936, p, 345) as representative of those in the 

Lundeberg-Tharp Audition Tents 

French 	 German 	 Spanieh 

nous avons 	 nen wenig 	 chocolater 
nos savons 
	

pfennig chocolete 
roe savants 	 ronn ich 	 choce la ,;lee 
nous savcns 	 glen nicht 	 r • 
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ar.e some more rece:It example3, 	17eltIon 	(Br.,rna- 
7s'..''e Conference) French test; the options marked with an (x) are 
t:sn,se rhich are read aloud by the examiner. 

Le soleil se levait,lentement. 
Le soleil slest love lentement. 
Le soleil se love lentement. 
Le soleil s'etait lev6 lentement. 
Le soleil se leva lentement. 
A-t elle pour de cela? 
A-t-elle perdu cello-la? 
A-t-ells perdu cola? 
A-t-ells pour de cello-la`? 
A-t-elle perdu ceux-lh? 

This type of test probes the - ability of the examinee to hear fine 
distinctions in phonology, as well as to recognize the orthographic 
representations of what he hears. Some question might be raised as 
to whether this ability to hear fine phonological distinctions is 
actually involved in the understanding of speech in normal conver-
sational situations, where the context would be expected to prevent 
misunderstanding. There are two ways of finding out whether this 
objection is a valid one. First, can native speakers of the foreign 
language perform this type of item satisfactorily? If native speakers 
have no trouble with it, it probably represents a kind of performance 
which has been naturally acquired in the process of learning to use 
the language in everyday situations. Otherwise, we would have to 
infer that the fine phonological distinctions of a language are 
essentially useless, and that situations in which they are crucial 
(i.e., are the sole carriers of important differences in meaning) 
almost never arise. Such a conclusion is difficult to accept, but 
we must suspend judgment until suitable evidence is at hand. A 
second line of argument against the objection stated above would be 
the finding that items of this type discriminate well and correlate 
with other phases of language achievement. The high item-test co-
efficients reported by Brooks (Kellenberger, 1954) would seem to 
support the notion that this type of item is a reliable test of some-
thing which students learn in language courses. 



If it is necess,92,y cr clefrable to elimirate any fol -,eign lan-
guage ovthography, picterial imteria:z can be substituted for the • 
options. Use of pictures ay put a limit on the kinds of distinc-
tions which can be employed--for example, it would probably be 
extremely difficult to prepare a distinctive picture for each of 

the five options in the iten'about the sunrise, above (the first 
example from Brooks' test). Nevertheless, with a little ingenuity 
one could doubtless develop numerous items exemplifying this technique. 

14. Identification  of correct usage.  There is no reason why 
knowledge of "correct usage" cannot be tested in an auditory test as 
well as in a printed test. Indeed, the argument could be made that 

the auditory test is more realistic, spoken language being the primary 

form of language. '  Sanc3ri and Eaulfe•s (1946) include such a test in 
their - auditory comprehension test in Italian. They present spoken 
sentences in pairs; one of these is correct, the other incorrect, 

and the student indicates which it is on his answer sheet. Such a 

test probably tests at a rather high level of ability in a language. 

Examples from the Sandri-Eaulfers test of aural comprehension in 
Italian: 

State which is correct: 

Read by voice): 1. a. I alberi sono alti 
b. Gli alberi sono alti 

25. a. Io ho piu the venti lire. 
b. Io ho piu di venti lire. 

50. a. Io vorrei fargli un re .1o. 
b. Io piacerei fargli un regal°. 

15. Auditory  paragraph  comprehension tests. In all the types 
of auditory comprehension tests discussed so far, the foreign lan-

guage auditory stimuli have been relatively short--seldom beyond a 
single sentence. (An exception are the pictorial tests of Rulon, 
where some of the auditory stimuli may be 40 - 50 words long.) It 

has been thought that while a person might be able to perform quite 

well in comprehending short sentences in the foreign language, he 

might not do as well in maintaining comprehension of continuous dis-

course, because he could not take the time he needs to decode the 

, 

Gray (
1938) found that U.S. pupils in gad II to VIII were able 

to detect errors in spoen lang7,1aEc (English) more rea dily than •Lhey 
- could in the printed forn, 



feLetsn 1:ner,.Laee 	 vcey 'act tilet the bezin;ing 

often v-: 46e t fcreirm spes 1;,:,r to "spek more slowly, 	 se  it sug2:3.:.1 

that hie decoding speed is slower than it has to be if ha is to 1:csI 

up with normal rates of speech.
* 

Therefore, there seems to be solea 

validity in the notion that it is necessary to test comprehension 
of passages of connected discourses longer than a sentence or two. 
On the other hand, it is probable that other types of auditory Pon-
prehension tests, using shout foreign language stimuli, will c•srre-
late highly with tests using connected discourse, making it possible 
to dispense with the latter. In some ways, this would be fortunate, 
for the paragraph comprehension tests present a number of difficulties 

In construction. 

In general, auditory paragraph comprehension tests follow the 
pattern of reading comprehension tests. A paragraph or two is pre-
sented auditorily (preferably by a recorded voice), after which the 
examinee is tested by any of the standard item-types possible with 
paper-and-pencil tests: true-false statements, multiple-choice ques-
tions, completion questions, etc. In general, these items are in 

English (i.e. the native language of the examinees); this seems 
preferable to using the foreign language in these questions, because 

the point of testing is to measure comprehension of the spoken passage. 

Examples of auditory paragraph comprehension tests are to be 

found in the work of Sandri and Kaulfers (1946) for Italian, AgArd 

and - Duntel (1948) in French, German, Spanish, and Russian, Villareal 

(1947) for Spanish, and the Barnard-Yale Aural Test in French 
(Kellenberger, 1954). Agard and Dunkel,. for example, have two varie-
ties of this test form. In 'some of their tests they present anecdotes, 

averaging 1 1/4 minutes in duration, often with an old-world literary 
flavor, with subsequent 3-option multiple choice question wholly in 

English based on the anecdotes. In their "upper level" tests they 

present a dialogue between a man and a woman speaker; this cf_ialogue 

lasts nearly 5 minutes, occupying one side of a 12" 78-RPM phonograph 

record. Then a series of about 15 multiple-choice questions, printetf 
in the answer booklet, is presented. , 

Note that it does not demonstrate that decoding speed is slowe r , Th 
learner may actually ce requesfrEE a sharper definition oftroy"c: 
77.undaries, for example, 



The :set sesiess feefece 	rarailaph e::::reheaeies eeets 

hee c.sined and listched to) f.s that the ersestions are not 

rreT.ser3:s designed. It les eften true that a person can ..._seer a 

series of questions quite accurately (well beyond chance) without 

even hearing the paragraphs on which the questions are based, much 

lees seCeestanding thee!. Ec is guided either by general information 

or by clues afforded by the questions themselves. Also the questisne 

in a given group are likely to be spuriously correlated, in that the 

options are parallel and the examinee tends to answer the questions 

on the basis of some consistent notion about the stimulus paragraph; 
if his notion happens to be correct, he gets most of the questicns 

correct, but if his notion happens to be incorrect, he gets more 

questions incorrect than he would be likely to by sheer chance. 

Finally, it has been the writer's experience that the correct com-

prehension of a single word in what was otherwise a welter of con-

fusion enabled him, sometimes, to answer a considerable number of 

questions correctly. These defects are so serious in the Chicago 

tests of aural comprehension that a great deal more doubt has been 

cast, in my mind, upon the conclusions of the Agard-Dunkel Investi-

gation (1948). [This investigation was supposed to discover whether 

new-type courses employing oral-aural skills produced greater achieve- 

ent than traditional courses emphasizing grammar and translation. 

The results were inconclusive, possibly because of deficiencies in 

the criterion measurementsj 

In order to avoid the defects mentioned above, it is recommended 

that (a) the paragraphs be"topical"„ in the sense that they will 

deal with particular things, particular people, or particular situa-

tions at particular times; in this way questions which can be anclve:::ad 

from general information .,ill be minimized; (b) the qu,:st:ticrs Le cc ,;- 

structec. in such a way that parallelism between questioee, cad otho_ 

clues, are avoided; (c) t e queztlons be made as inde;:=Ier.%' of ce. 

other as possible. In sheet, considerable care and iteleessitins 

Lkill Lato be exercised 	G2delr to succeed with thiL: 	cf 	- 
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7'ests 	Cral Prorauction 
Tests of reading, vriting, and auditory comprehension can all 

be administered as group paper-and-pencil tests, and the foregoing 
survey of test types was restricted very largely to a consideration 
of group paper-and-pencil tests. Except for one or two special 
cases, or save for the case where one has a battery of recording 
machines available, tests of oral production must be administered 
individually. There has been very little success in objectifying 
oral production tests; the examinee's productions must be evaluated 
by trained persons, in some cases preferably by more than one judge. 

Productions may be rated with respect to any one of a number 
of dimensions, e.g., accuracy of pronunciation, correctness of 
grammar, choice of words, etc. 
- - 	- 	. 

The first problem in developing tests of oral production_is to 
decide what kinds of foreign language responses one wants to elicit, 
'and then o'discover appropriate stimuli for eliciting such respon-
ses. ' Test procedUres differ in the extent to which they attempt to . 	_ 
control the response. 

) ResPOnSe controlled  very  little. In this ~type one merely asks 
e.eii4ineeTtbdiscoUrsefor a Short while (e.g., 2 or 3 minUtes) 

on i topic which is assigned to him on the spot. tPresumably there 
is no-POiOt:.inandOunting-a_topic• in adVance and thUS -en:Owing' 
e Ilidlieed'tO, prepare and` memorize a "speech", since in this Cate _ 	. 	. 	_ 	. 	_ 
a *01'.06Uldieliabiy'saUge- would'he aCcuracy -of pronunCiation.: 
tiththi6ore ne:woul&be'teStinghe*iivatiOn of the eUbjeCt'in -..„.. 	

,   
, - pariiig ti. 	ecEdll':',  Onediffid41ti is the 'seleation bf19! topic; 
'sb nightso 	 'to 	of little interest'id'the subject, 
e e g ';':64i. I 'DO' Every bey;" while others irie.y tax hi6' '.1:r6Caiii::Ii:rY e.g. - - 
"A = ViSit to a FactbrY,7 or lie Outside' his experience. Another 

.difficulty occasionally is the fact that one must have a variety of 
tOPicsi 6th:et'''. se, the topic leaks out'to examinees who are 'still 
vaitin o e sted; 	 • 

Dricetlie examinee has made his speech, there remains the pro-
bleri of rating his ?roduction. This can be done either by establish-
ing a number'of rating scales (e.g. for vocabulary, gramnar, fluency, 
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ol, isf.nalf.ty, etc.) or by comparing the output with the points on a 
pre-established quality scale. Some of the problems associated with 
quality scales have been alluded to earlier. 

But there is an even more serious consideration. If we ask a 
group of examinees to discourse on a given theme in their native 
Language, wide variations in performances will be noted; this is 

attested by the experience of speech teachers, and by a number of 

psychological investigations. There is a good likelihood, I think, 
that performance in a foreign language will reflect speaking ability 
in the native language. 

In view of these difficulties, testing of oral production by 
this method is not recommended. 

(b) Moderate degree  of control of responses. Greater success will 
doubtless.be-attained if one attempts to_elicit oral productions with 
a greater degree of control of content. The problem is similar:to 
that encountered in tests of writing ability, where it was pointed 
out that we must put "thoughts" in the subject's mind if we are to 
bes4reJ4lall.e*easuril?g,P9;4trol of the language rather than 
ideational fluency. Hence, we must consider what stimuli we might 
use for e'liclAt4gP9nses- 

41YThecontr011ed interview.  Rulon (1944) made good use of 
controllediaterview-dituation. The examinee was interviewed indi-
Viduall 	was;  brought in andtold (in the foreign language) that 

would be "interviewed in the fOreignjanivage, Questions were then 
asked, - 61.16 	etedidyou . get up' this.'; morning? Why so early? 

tAdid ou.havo or,break44ast? -DoYoujike this _course'?" etc. 
The.. effectiveness of the questions in eliciting fluent answers in 
English had been confirmed in pre-tests. 

he'Produetioiere recorded for later rating. Rating Was 
. 	; 	 • 

a pre-established quality scale, recorded on a series  _  
honograph-1.64rds.-Materiali were provided for thejudges 
raCtiCe rating'iaterVievs. 

;1::tafta 



Cr;z cbjection tc a contlioneCL interview in which the foreign 

is opcken by the cxamLner is that a measurement of aural 
conpr,,, hension is, as it were, confounded with the measurement of 
oral production. If the examinee cannot understand the questions, 
he cannot be expected to answer them. [It is conceivable that a 
person might have developed facility in oral production without a 
corresponding proficiency in auditory comprehension.] 

[2) Controlled conversation  with ialaIRE2tation. A procedure 
which may be somewhat superior to the controlled interview is what 
might be called the controlled conversation. Agard and Dunkel (1948, 
p. 59) describe their test as follows: "Part III, the Conversation, 
consists of a directed exchange of remarks between the student and 
a native speaker whose voice is recorded on a phonograph disc. The 
student is asked to *imagine that he is in the company of a friend 
whose native language is French, German, or Spanish, as the case -  may 

. The friend speaks to him, and immediately afterward another 
Voice on the record directs the student in English what to reply to 
his friend. For example, the friend may say, " Como esta usted?", 
whereupon the English voice says: "Tell him you're fine and ask him 
ow he is." Padses are provided in the record while the student 

makes his odntributions, which are rated by the examiner`' -according 
to the fellevidg  

ressesidea accurately. 
Partially,14ncorrect;..conveys he correct idea but has one 
"(5f more errors of - graMmar; "conveys atiost the .  correct 7idea, 

< :!1:1 3  qtairing 4:dmerfoi. two'errors.ofai,vocabularya 
)05r, 	

• 
U !,sma , part of idea conveyed; wrong idea conveyed; n ot  

understandable; 'no -utterance made. 	- 
t1,41-F 

At the e of eaah -puse, a buzzer warns the student to stop speaking 
and prepare for the next interchange. 

`4.. :Agaid:and Dunkel - point_ out that "the remarks of the foreign  _ — 
lend,serVeonly :.toprovide,theillusion of a real conversation, 

bud theyr donot have to be accurately:Underatood ..befOre a correct 
sPonseRtanbe:made." In effect, this type of test is an oral.  

translation exercise,--but it is reallY more than translation 
cause the examinee has to manipulate grammatical structures in the 
light of the situation (e.g., change number, person, tense in verbs, 
etc.). -I believe more work should be done on developing this promis-  
ing form of testa': 
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A sllghtly different type of tes';, along similar principles, 
that employed by Sandri and Kaulfers (1945) for an oral fluency 

scale in Italian, and by Kaulfers (1942) for an oral fluency scale 
in Spanish. (Actually, these two tests are highly similar.) In 
this test, the examiner tells the subject that he is to imagine 
himself in a foreign country; he is to give the response he would 

make under various conditions. For example, in Part I ("Securing 
Essential Services"), the examinee is asked: 

How would you tell an Italian 
1(a) to speak English? 
(b) to open the windows? 

29(b) if he knows of anyone who can repair your car? 
This pattern is followed in a number of different kinds of 

situations,, and with increasingly difficult questions. This form 
makes possible a wide variety and sampling of responses within a 
relatively :Ahort time, and it should make possible a fairly objec-
tive evaluation .of - -responses. By imposing a time-limit on the 
subject'sresponse to each item, the'standardization,of the procedure 
is increaselThematerials published by Sandri and Kaulfers for 
talian-anASfOnish can be easily adapted for other languages. 

7 	 :Z _( 3) The , plicture  description test.., Agard and Dunkel ( 19443,P-56 ) 
worked . 14:yhat , theycalted : a.-Picture Series, in which the 

eXa0i4(tOaitf;:pre,tented 	.prs11404) pictures, each. of w*ch. 
cOldlm-desCribed:with a simple sentence aucla_as "The , 	is waiting 

'11Or-thei„tralior "The mouse is eating _the cheese 	: Answers are 
gated 11.4:  the 

This formottest would be particularly appropriate where it 
ta .desirable. . or necessary to avoid the use of the native language 
in 	Thejactures would be. Pre7tate4fOr,o/arity  and 

.43*14.44,411!! Itmay,be.neceseary togive..the_Puhiecta aome.idea 
f the form of response required4 Agord-and Dunket,had-two sample 

=pictured with printed'answerswhich would be normal if expected 
in English." 



nology,o 
elicited 
!word:  
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altosty  a• Qd as a, measurement of,,more accuracy -,of pronunciation - , 
IkAanSa.0,  =boa eated ioaragraph in whichAudges, attempt to mark 

„Tpllanguage, or a sample thereof, must be .deliberately 

Eyans..(1937) found that "a direct oral test - such°asthe -

h..the judges rate a ai4gla ,Vo.rd - in eacsentence • 

o :K 	o =P;f:::=.:- in "ntl'=f=- 7 jth 
iY L: :.s rficolescd 	c•r;Lln kinc:s of tostc 

Iead direecly 'Le specific forelEn lsngaage xes.:onses. Some 
of the following ideas have appa:.:,ently never been trted. 

(1) A picture naming test. such tests have teen used in 
7,inzlish to measure what the writer has called the "Naming factor" 

((lor.eoll, 1941). A series of pictures of common objects would be 
presented, and the examinee would be asked to name them as rapidly 
as possible. Response would be measured in terms of accuracy and 
speed. It might be necessary to obtain control measurements on 

speed of naming in English. 
(2) Controlled association tests. As is done in certain kinds 

of psychological testing, the subject could be asked to respond to 
single stimLli as rapidly as possible so that response latency 
could be measured. The following variations come immediately to mind: 

Stimulus 	 Response (in foreign language) 
EngliSh word 	 Corresponding foreign Language word 
Foreign word 	 Opposite word in foreign Language; 

Species or genus, etc. 

Tests ; of Pronunciation ,  

.6tentiOnhasbeen focussed on one particular aspect of oral 
rOductions ]namely accuracy of pronunciation. The traditional method  

was toTask -.:tWsubject-timply to read a passage aloud; the examiner 
en attempted, to mark eyey,error,This:cumberdoMe:method is now 

eing44S laced biAppe,objeciye,and.ge0able techniques. 
he kinciple,On,which the newer,techniques areilated is that 

exam 	f thesubject's pronunciation of each...aspect or thepho- 

every erro 	What Evans meant by "almost as good" I don't knoW' 

having read only an abstract of her thesis), but I  assume that the 

word test, as a sample, can be made more reliable and valid as the 



length of the E ara-p le is increa3ed. Lado, at the University of 

Michigan, has constructed a picture test which is designed to 

elicit a series of English words exemplifying all the phonemes 

which give particular trouble to native speakers of Spanish. 
Indeed, Ledo (see Hill, 1953, p. 	) has claimed that it is 

possible to measure pronunciation ability by a written test which 
can be administered by mail if necessary! A typical item in the 

test presents three pictures, e.g., a picture of a ball, a picture 
of rain, and a picture of a cake, accompanied 17 skeleton printed 

words like b11, r_n, c_ke; the subject is to icentify the option 
which has the dissimilar sound. Thus, the test le somewhat similar 

to Thurstone's Sound Grouping Test (Thurston, 1939), a paper-and-
pencil test in which the subject is required to eliminate the odd 

rhyme in groups of words. It is somewhat disconcert'.ng to find 

..that ,,even native,speakers of English. ,do not do uniformly well on 

Thurstone!s •test; indeed, the test tends to correlate with tests 
of reasoning. A question might be raised, therefore, av to whether 

d native-speakers of English would do uniformly well on 'Ao's test. 
This completes the survey of item types which have )een used 

in measuring foreign language achievement. We must now eta-Mine 
several other problems in constructing foreig• language athievement , 

 tests ' 

prob,lepti  which has continually dogged efforts 

oreign: ;Aanguage, achievement tests is that of the 

1d.,be:; included..:, It is rarely that this, problem 

in TAB ,to-.-language structure  (phonology, graMmar, synt4x 

most,ofteivarises with respect to lexicon and vocabula ry.  

Theiiri-should not be any great problem in cases Where ;gists are 

	

. 	- 	= 
trudted as= achievement examinations' fOr Verficulit- courses 

of train in 

 
for here' the clear solution ,is,•-•to :usele,the voca ►,.ulway 
, 

	

gipft:c!1:7004-ch has been taught 	the course .; 

o deNise 
c onttnt 

ha:. arisen • 

j 	• 
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It is where one has the task of constructing an achievement 
examination which will apply equally well for a whole gamut of 

foreign language courses, or which will be valid for "testing know-

ledge of X language " regardless of the training received,  that 
particular trouble is caused for the test constructor. Most test 
constructors have had recourse to frequency counts, which exist 
for most of the European languages commonly taught in American schools; 
but not for languages like Chinese, Japanese, and Burmese. Even the 
frequency counts give us trouble, for most of them are based on the 
literary, written language rather than upon samplings of the spoken 
language. This is quite in order for the construction of tests of 
reading comprehension, but it does not suffice for tests of spoken 
language skills. Even when one is concerned only with the word 

counts of written materials, different results will be obtained de-
pending Upon - the texts which are included in the sample to be counted. - - 
The:very high , freqUency words in word4ountS turn out to be'largely 
the'"function -vbrde," like the, will, of;'eic.,' in En fish 

r- 

 

in--other langnages. 

Perhaps this Problem has been exaggerated,.however. What with 
they  drawbaCke 0 .the existing frequency counts in specific languages, 
rhap6 - MOre attention whould be paid to the Semantid  Frequency  List 

prepared byHelen:S. Eaton (19 20). This.is an attempt to l construot, 
dCO4Otite word list which would display the commonest "concepts" 

the various European languages. This list might provide a stan-
dard to,Fhich foreign language tests ofstructure could be .limited. 
It is alliabaiiible to talk about certain nearly universal concepts 

. 	.z  	month, waikin such as`iman, rionialis qoy,-girli day, sun,. week, mon , 
and 'the VO - 	 ad-airehicle'i'or the tekilng;oikh6ledge 
of"the- 	one mightfind,rfOr:eiaMiolie, in 

Primo A/ialaerbeke, French Word Book,(N.Y.:,Macmillan,101) 
erthen AMorgan, tr.Q. German FreqUen0Y-Word'BoOkiN.Y.: MacMillan, 

937)4 - Wadep4h1 andMorganinimantandar&Germen -... 
Vocabulary' 	 F,S...CrOftS1944 

pants IfttehanazWA Graded 6PanisliNcird Book' (Toronto: Univ. 
: Toronto: Press, 	 ,4- 
KeniStpn, - H., A Standard List of Spanish Words and Idioms 
(Bolton: D.C.Heath, 1941) 	 ' 

Russian: Josselson, H.H. The Russian Word Count. (Detroit: 
Wayne University Press, 1953) 
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the principal parts of a relatively infrequent verb.) Then, where 
vocabula ry as such is to be tested, one may resort to frequency lists 

to get a first approximation to the probable difficulty of the vocab-
ulary items. It should be remembered that the construction of a 
vocabulary test even in English, where frequency counts of all sorts 
are available, is a protracted task, if one counts the time spent in 
item analysis to determine difficulties, revisions to reflect item-
analysis data, etc. 

One thing to be avoided, in all probability, is the use of lit-

erary or archaic linguistic items. Agard and'Dunkel (1948) admit 
that some of the anecdotes they used in their auditory comprehension 
tests failed to represent modern colloquial speech. 

Still another idea which perhaps has not been sufficiently ex-

ploitedis to make a frequency count, not of the words used in ele-
,mentarytestsibutOrthe topics which form their subject-matter 
T:romrejedntent point of view . For example, one eleMentary textbook 
'in . Germaniertation (Goedsche, Wie gehtts.Y.4Crofts 1938): 
4161 its. Isirst .fewlessons on the following topics: greetingS betVeen 
atudente,IMIking:acqdaintancestamily:.telationships, time; attea, 

atmlisp01 - 87:1nsPection of other textbooks 4t:Mightbe found that 
there'rtakeommOncore of topicsvhidh;_run - through a; number of text-,.  
books; these 'cou147.then be USed7„66 - the,biasitT;fOi achievetent'ekam 
inAtfOnd 

VX. .The"' - robleMof-Scalina 

of the . standardized.dthieVemSnt-tests,..forexamp e theOe 

SONOOp4ratilieTeSt Service and even -the' toistS'Of the Agard- 
• 	 r 	 t= 	 k- 4  

Dunkel investigation;! are scaled.only in terms of percentiles: attained 

by groupS with varying amounts of formal trSining.' Such norms may 

Of4Ass.to teiichers in judging,whether their'stnd-entSarekteping 

pac e': 	'normal peogress in.langucige COrses,A.  but:they'are of a 

no lin 	in 'what it'Seore - Ori on '.:of . these- tests actuall 
or InOne' Of'these standetdized'tests'heVe - 1: 'eveit seen iny 

nformatiOn whiCh would help in ganging what kinds Of Scores would 
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ocalf.f7 Lear-native proficiency, what scores 'would signify minimal 
abilf_ty to conduct routine affairs in a foreign country, etc. her 
do I lcnov of any published reports (except in a thesis by Villareal, 
1947) about the administration of these tests to native speakers of 
the foreign language involved, but this is probably because the 
English elements in the tests make them inapplicable to native speak-
ers . (The only approach to this has been made in the so-called 

Inter-American test constructed by Mnuel, 19501) 

It is nevertheless imperative to develop means to obtain quasi-
absolute standards for test scores. Questionnaires which inquire 

of job applicants how fluently they can read, write, understand, and 
speak foreign languages are mute evidence that such standards are 

.needed. How can they be obtained? 

A few workers in the field have provided a certain amount of 
evidence. Shane (1933) was a pioneer in the absolute measurement 
of vocabulary. His work, which anticipated that of Seashore and 
Eckerson (1940) in English vocabularies, estimated the average size 
of active and passive French vocabularies in Florida high school 
classes. 	Sandri and Kaulfers (1946) offered a system for interpre- 
ting scores on their auditory comprehension in Italian: 

0-100 A. Cannot understand the spoken language 
101-150 E. Can catch a word here and there and occasionally 

guess the general meaning through inference 
151-200 C.  Can understand the ordinary questions and answers 

relating to the routine transactions involved in 
independent travel abroad 

201-225 D.  Can understand ordinary conversation on common, 
non-technical topics, with the aid of occasional 
repetition or periphrastic restatements 

226-250 E.  Can understand popular talks, talking-pictures, 
ordinary telephone conversations, and minor 
dialectual variations without obvious difficulty, 
as well as detect departures from normal usage 

The basis for this system vas not adequately explained by Sandri 
and Kaulfers, but it is a step in the right direction. Unfortunately 

it assumes that foreign language achievement is a "unitary trait." 

We should assume, on the contrary, that it consists of a number of 
different aspects, for each of which it would be necessary to con-
struct a scale. 



:?ile:?e are tt•lo lines e atts.ck on the problem of scaling: First, 
it 	pcosible to arrange the performances in a test along a diffi- 

culty scale (analogous to the mental maturity scale of such a test 
as the Billet intelligence test), And it Is possible to locate an 

individual's linen on this scale,--i.e., the point where he has, say, 

a 50% probability of passing the performances. By expert judgment 

as to the difficulty and importance of the performances at different 
points on the scale, it is possible to gain some idea of the mean-

ings of the scores. For example, if a certain score implies that 
the individual who gets it has only a 50$ probability of knowing a 

group of words which are deemed of rather commonplace usefulness in 

the language, such a score can be regarded as reflecting somewhat 

low ability in the language, regardless of what the norms in college 

classes Might suggest. 

A second approach is to attempt to obtain a series of scaled 

scores, or a series of normative values, on groups of native speakers 

of the language in question. Possibly grade norms could be obtained, 

so that it would be possible, for example, to say that such-and-such 

a score on a French language achievement test represents the average 

achievement of the 3rd grade (or its equivalent) in France. 

Unfortunately, most foreign language tests contain such a large 

freight of English that they are inapplicable to non-bilingual native 

speakers of the foreign language. The technique mentioned in the 

last paragraph therefore could be applied only with those tests 
which incorporate no English elements (beyond the instructions, 

which could easily be translated). Other kinds of tests could then 

be calibrated against the testa which are free of English. 

Possibly some comparative idea of the level of achievement of 

typical groups of American language-learners could be obtained by 

administering language tests which have been developed and stan-

dardized in foreign countries. For example, French normative data 

are available on at least two verbal tests, that of Bonnardel (1951) 

mentioned earlier, and the vocabulary test developed by Binois and 

Pichot (undated). Further bibliographic research or correspondence 

pith foreign scholars would probably disclose analogous tests in 
Spanish, German, Portuguese, Italian, and other languages. 

New 



VII 	";?com...eenue Proce:1=s in De:elopg Foreign Larlialm  

Achievemerit Tests. 

Tho survey of item types made in preparation for this memorandum 
ma es it oossible to outline recommended formats for achievement 

tests measuring the various language functions. First, a format for 
tests using English will be given; in most cases, use of English 
leads to a more convenient, more easily constructed, and probably 
more reliable and valid form. On the other hand, non-English forms 
are needed for use wf_th individuals of heterogeneous language back-
grounds, and for use with native speakers of the language in ques-
tion for purposes of calibration of achievement standards. 

TESTS OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE ACHIEVEMENT (Form A, for Use with Native 

Speakers of English) 

1. Test of Reading Comprehension and Speed. 

as Vocabulary test: 100 multiple choice items; foreign language 
words or phrases (context to be held to the minimum necessary 

to specify meaning Intended; usually no context necessary), 

5 options in English for each item. In this test, a delib-
erate attempt is made to probe the extent of the individual's 
vocabulary in the foreign language; the items will range 
from the easiest to the most difficult. Work-limit test. 

b. Test of Reading Comprehension: paper-and-pencil test, 100 
True-False statements (consisting of one or more sentences). 

This test would be designed to measure knowledge of struc-
tural characteristics of the language; the vocabulary would 
be limited to high-frequency items, or, where that is not 
possible, glosses in English would be supplied. The state-
ments could occasionally consist of two or three sentences 
in order to take advantage of such things as pronoun ante-
cedents, which might confuse some less able examinees. If 
possible, a list of structure points should be set up; each 

of the true-false statements should be constructed to turn 
on one of these structure points. Work-limit test. 

ettailaiiatZT.4:12aideaa*S.' -77,7FVW5,- = 
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should be a:.tered so that a word in every other sentence or 

two makes nonsense. The subject is instructed to read this 
material as fast as possible, crossing out the nonsense 

words (the latter being as obvious as possible). A time-

limit test, in order to measure speed; score is the number 

of words underlined Within the time limit. 

2. 	Tests of Writing and Grammar. 

a. Multiple choice test of grammar: 50 items similar to items 

2a and 2b illustrated under our discussion of writing tests 
(p.21). Work-limit test; objectively scored. An attempt 

should be made to sample structure points widely. 

b. An "interlinear exercise": This type of test has been de-

scribed previously (p.23 ). The subject is asked to edit 

a passage of connected discourse. Work-limit test; scoring 

by trained raters. 

3. Tests of Auditory Comprehension. 

a. True-False statements. A test similar to that which Rulon 

(1944) prepared for Russian and German; about 50 state-
ments recorded phonographically or on tape. Objective 
scoring. 

b. Multiple choice: pictures associated with spoken stimuli. 

This also follows the format of tests of this type pre-

pared by Rulon (1944) for German and Russian. Objective 

scoring. 

b'. (If pictures are too cumbersome). A multiple choice form 
in which the options are printed in English; the types 
Labeled "multiple-choice (b)" or "multiple-choice (c)" 

(see pages 30-31) are judged of most general usefulness. 
This test can be objectively scored. 

c. Following directions: An attempt should be made to construct 
a test of this type in order to test the ability to follow 

a lengthy discourse. The speech could start slowly, then 

increase gradually to "normal rate and to "fasl" speech, 

in order tha;:, spe ed ef auditory comprehension a- y be 

calibrated 
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cosstior: (inteprotatf_on). It is recommenC.eC 

that a test modeIed closely along the lines of that con- 
structed by Sandri and Kaulfers (1945) should be developed. 
This type asks the examinee such questions as how he would 
tell an Italian to speak English, to open the window, to 
find someone to repair his car, etc. (see p.40). 

b. Test of pronunciation. A distinct set of printed words or 

phrases exemplifying the phonological distinctions of the 
language is to be read aloud by the examinee, whose response 
is to be evaluated by the examiner. 

TESTS OF FSEIGN LANGUAGE ACHIEVEMENT (Form B, for Use with Persons 
vho do not Speak English; Can Also be Used with Native Speakers 
of English) 

1. Tests of Reading Comprehension and Speed. 

a. Vocabulary Test: Paper-and-pencil test, same as corresponding 
test in Form A, but multiple choice options in the foreign 
language, consisting usually of phrases of less vocabulary 

difficulty than the lead words. 

b, Test of Reading Comprehension, Same as in Form A (T--F state .L.ec.t, 
statements) 

c. Test of Heading Speed. Same as in Form A, 
2. 	Tests of Writing and Grammer. 

a. Multiple choice test of grammar, Similar to that in Form A, 
but omit English cue, and make options such that only one 

is correct usage or grammar. 

b. Interlinear exercise. Same as in Form A. 
3. 	Tests of Auditory Comprehension. 

a True-False statements. Same as in Form A. 

b. Multiple choice: pictures associated with spoken utImuli 

Same as in Form A 
b', (If pictures are too cumbersome), same as in Form A, olt 

with options printed in the foreign language 

c. Following diremtion. Sdaie as in Form A. 
4 	Tests of Cral Production 

a, Picture description 	 wfll he slnilar 

.1-1Aries deNt-I0p , d 	 Dun's;:t(tcYr ,  

C., Test of pronunt: - m 	ap in Porm A . 
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List of Available AcLievement Tests 

in. YorefIgn Larguagee 

(Note: To save space, citations of tests are considerably abbreviated. 
ashore possible, a reference is given to its citation .in Buros's series 
of mental measurement yerbooks; 40 denotes an entry in the Nineteen 
For Mental Measurements yearbook; 49 denotes an entry in The Third  
kaTil-WaiirementiYiEnook; annd 'Emotes an entry in ThrTourth 

1ieasurements 

ENGLISH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE 
Test 	 age 

English examination for foreign Omnibus 
students, including a test of 
non-verbal reasoning. Educ.Testing 
Service,1947. See Buros 53:233. 

Remarks  
Reading Comprehensinp, 
Aural Comprehension, 
Pronunciation, 
Composition. 

English language test for foreign Pronunciation, Reviewed very 
students. 1951. Robert Lado. 	Grammar,Vocab- favorably. 
See Buros 53:234. 	 ulary(no spoken 

material.) 

Test of Aural . Comprehension in 	Auditory 	A good test; useful 
English as a Foreign Language. comprehension. as a model. 
1946. Robert Lado. See Buros 
53:235. 

rVillareal,Jesse J.] Test of Aural Auditory 	Useful; carefully 
Coiprehension of English for 	coaprehension. 	constructed. 
Native Speakers of Spanish. Con- 
tained in Ph.D.Thesis, North- -  
western 

Note: For more information on tests of English as a foreign language, 
see the surveys by Lado (1950; 1953-54). 

FRENCH 
Columbia Research Bureau Aural 

French Test. 1930. Seibert and 
Wood.' World Book Co. See Buros 
40:1347. 

ACE French Reading Test. 1937-39. 
Cheydleur, Hermon, Walker.Coop, 
Test Service. See Buros 40:1346. 

Auditory 	T-F questions, parts 
comprehension. would be useful. 

Reading com-
prehension, 
vocabulary. 

Competently done. 

American Council Alpha French Test. Vocab.,grammar, 
1926-27. World Book Co. See 	Silent reading, 
Buros 40:1342. 	 Composition(with 

quality scale.) 
American Council Alpha French Test; Auditory 

Aural Comprehension.1933.Rosees 	comprehension. 
and Clarke. Teachers Coll. BIxo, 
Publications, See BUP3i:t 

Highly regardE- 
Item analysis ne,ta 
in Henmon (1929) 

An early attempt, 
Somo it3eful matria1:3 
comp'ke.te tezt 
:i7ec: Of: El:: ded, 

  



Useful mate:Aals. 
Item analysis data 
in Wood (1927). 

Useful, but sampling 
of content could be 
improved. 
Supposed to be com-
parable to Thorndike-
McCall reading test 
in English. 

Should be useful. 
Not completely objec-
tive. 

Reviewer feels it 
was carelessly 
edited. 

Not available to 
public. 

Generally satis-
factory. 

Vocabulary, 
Reading Comp. 

Vocabulary, 
Reading Comp. 

Technically, very 
competent. 

Technically, very 
competent. 

Vo-cab.,Reading Technically competent. 
Comp.,Grammar, 
Fr. Civilization 

(ctntinue 

America r.  Council Beta French 
Test. Greenberg and Wood 
1926-27. World Book Co. 
See Burgs 40:1544. 

American Council French Grammar 
Test. 1927. Cheydleur. World 
Book Co. See Buros 40:1345. 

[Bovge s  A.G. Tests of French 
reading comprehension.] Con  
.11140 in:Bovee,1947. (see 
bibliography). 

tBovee, A.G. Test of auditory 
comprehension. Laatalnad_ID: 
Bovee,1948 (see bibliography). 

. Vocabulary 
Silent Reading 
Grammar 
Aural Comp. 

Vocabulary, 
grammar, 
reading comp. 

Vocabulary, 
Reading Comp,, 
Grammar 

Cooperative French Comprehension 
Tests. 1942-47. See Buros 49: 
180; 53:238 

Cooperative French Test: Elemen-
tary and Advanced Levels. 1939-
4.1. See Buros 40:1349-50;49:181. 

Cooperative French Tests: Lower 
and Higher levels. 1942- 2;7. 
See Buros 49:182; 53:238. 

Examination in French Grammar. 
1944-45. USAFI. See Buros 49:183 

Examination in French Reading 
Comprehension. 1944-45. USAFI. 
See Buros 49:184. 

Examination in French Vocabular7 
1944-45. USAFI.See Buros 49:185. 

French I and II:Achievement Exam-
inations for Secondary Schools. 
1951. W.W.Cook. Educ, Test 
Bureau. See Buros 53:239, 

French Grammar Test: Dominion 
Tests.. 1940-41. Univ. of 
Toronto. See Buros 49:186 

Printed 
vocabulary, 
c omprehens ion, 
grammar. 

Printed 
grammar. 

Reading 
comprehension. 

Auditory 
comprehension 

Cohen French Test. 1945-49. S.W 
Cohen, Australian Coun. for 
Educ. Res. See Buros 53:236. 

CEEB Achievement Test in French 
Reading. See Buros 53:237. 

Columbia Research Bureau French 
Test. 1926. Maras,Roth,and 
Wood. World Book Co. See 
Buros 40:1348. 

Grammar. 

Reading Comp. 

Item construction 
often questionable 

Item construction 
often questionable 

Vocabulary(wrds 
always in conte 

Omnibus. 

Grammar 

Item construction 
xt.) often questionable. 

Incompetently done 
Not recomnended. 

Poorly edited_ 
Not recommended, 



YrE. nc:i .:--srding: Dominion Tests, 	Reading comp. 
7niv.of Toronto. See (paragraphs) 

Buros 19:187. 
French Fecognition Vocabulary Test Printed 

1948, E.R.Ryderr. Purdue Univ. 	vocabulary 
See Enrol 53:240 

French Vocabulary Test:Dominion Printed 
Tests. 1940-41. Univ. Toronto. vocabulary 
See Buros 40:1353; 49:188. 

Graduate Record Examinations: 	Not known. 
Advanced French Test. 1939-51. 
ETS. Bee Buros: 53:241. 

Iowa Placement Examinations: 	Vocab.,grammar, 
French Training, Series FT1,Rev. reading comp. 
1924-26. See Buros 49:189. 

Lundeberg-Tharp Audition Test in Auditory 
French. 1934. J.B,Tharp, Ohio comprehension 
State Univ.,See Buros 40:1354. 

Miller-Davis French Test. 1935. Omnibus. 
Kansas State TiFachers College. 
See Buros 40:1355. 

Standard French Test.1929. Samar- Vocab., grammar, 
tino and Krause. Bloomington, 	comprehension 
Ill.: Pub.Sch.Pub.Co. See 
Buros .40:1356. 

A standardizecriFrench Grammar 	Grammar. 
Test. 1951 Tv.$ Pero ival . Univ. 
of London. See ' &mos 53:242.• 

A standei,diied Pl'ench Vocabulary Vocabulary. 
Test. 1951.''Tt.S.Percival..Univ. 
of London. See- SPres 53:2430 

Test B.V. C-8. Contained  in 	Vocablar 
sBonnaidel',195MITe bibliography)  

Test de vocabulaire. Binois and Vocabulary. 
Pichot, centr se' de' Psychologie 
Appliquee, France. 

UniV. of Chicago Aural Oomprehen- Auditory. 
ei9n TP,M-wi/lFr@n9 11 . Lover and eemPrehension. 
PPei - LeY041^44..vailable from 
etOrak1A 'ITO-P.0AS Service, 	41 
reiel Aye 	Cago •37,111. 

Not recommended 

Generally satis-
factory. 

Generally satis-
factory. 

Not publicly 
available. 

Completion items 
involve subjective 
scoring. 

Useful; generally 
satisfactory. 

Not recommended. 
Tries to cover too 
!much ground. 
Generally satis-
factory. 

Satisfactory. 

Generally satis-
factory. Needs .  more 
editing.„ 
Deisigned fdi native - 	- - 
French speaker.  
Designed -for native 
French speakers 
The parts based on 
.short sentences or' 
questions are gener-
ally satisfactory; the 
questions baaed On 
connected discourse 
and - dialogipa are .  
poorly constructed 
and edited. 



American Council Alpha German 
Test. 1926-27. Henson, Morgan, 
Hinz, Perin, Possbers. World 
Book Co. See Buros 40:1357. 

ACE German Beading Test. 1937-38. 
Appelt and Henmon. Coop.Test 
Service, ETS. 

Vocab.,grammar, 
reading comp., 
compnsition. 

Reading Comp. 

Highly regarded. 
Item analysis data 
in Henmon (1929). 

Competently done. 

CEEB Achievement Test in German Vocab.,grammar, Not available to the 
Reading. See Buros 53:244. 	Reading. 	public. 

Columbia Research Bureau German Vocab.,grammar, 
Test. 192627. Purin and Wood. Reading. 
World Book Co. See Buros 40:1359. 

Cooperative German Tests.(Various Vocab.,grammar, 
levels and forms) See Buros 40: reading. 
1360; 49:190; 53:245. 

Examination in German Grammar: 	Grammar. 
Lower Level.1945. USAFI. See 
Buros 49:191. 

Examination in German Reading 	Reading comp. 
Comprehension:Lover Lave/.1945. 
USAFI. See Buros 49:192 

Examination in German Vocabulary: Vocabulary. 
Lover Level. 1945. USAFI. 
See Buros 49:193 . 

German I and II:Achievement Exam- Omnibus, 
inations for Secondary Schools. 
1951. W.W.Cook. Educ.Test Bureau 
See Buros 53:246. 

Graduate Record Examinations: 
Advanced Jerman Test. 1939-51. 
ETS. See Buros 53:247. 

Lund berg-Tharp Audltion Test in Pronunciation, 
German. 1929. J.B.Tharp, Ohio Aural compre-
State Univ. See Duros 49:194. hension. (Not 

recorded) 

Not known. 

Generally satis-
factory. 

Highly competent 
technical11:. 

Generally satis-
factory. 

Too literary; 
vocab. not well 
controlled. 

Competent. 

Not recommended. 

Useful; generally 
satisfactory. 

Not available to 
public. 

• P.J. Aural comprehension Auditory com- Recommended. (Higher 
gut t f.n German' ContF,ified in 	prehension.(iden- 	level) 
Rulon,P.J. et al., Repi5Fral 	tify pictures 
contract. test constructed for described orally) 
the ASTD,ASF,Contract No. W-19- (not recorded) 
073 AST(SCI)-26, Comprehension 
of spoken German, Term 6. Harvard 
University.,March 1944. 

ryulon, P.J. et al. J German Inter- Oral production Useful as a possible 
view Rating Scale (Series A). RCA (Individual 	model this material 
Records,19k4. Records ND3 -mc -3463 	examiner) 	is too specific to 
to 3470, and 3488-3490_ 	 the ASTI> situatil, 
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GERMAN (continued) 

[Rulon, 70,4., et al.) Oral GermanAuditory comp. Generally satis- 
. 

Comprehension test. RCA Records, ; (T-F statements) 	factory.. 
1944.Discs ND3-MC-3473 to 3480. (phonograph rec.) 

Univ. of Chicago Aural Compre-
hension Tests in German. 
Lover and Upper Levels. Avail-
able from Veterans Testing 
Service, 5741 Drexel Ave., 
Chicago 370  Iii. 

Auditory comp. The parts based aishort 
(with phonograph 	sentences or 
records) 	 questions are 

generally satisfactory; 
the questions based 
on connected discourse 
and dialogues are 
poorly constructed 
and edited. 

 

ITALIAN 

College Entrance Examination 
Board Achievement Tests in 
Iatlian. Reading. See Buros 
53:249. 

Cooperative Italian Teat. 1947. 
See BUita 40:1362 49:199. 

Examination-in Itaitan'Grammari 
Lower-LOS 5:—UtAFI. See 
Buros4 20 

ian- Reading 
ow'er` Level. 

40See Buros 49:201. 
talian Vocabulary: 

Y. 49452. 1/SAFI. See 

ETW498rJa01.71 

SaiWi and Baulker4 examiner) 	I have Seen. 

isinclri and Kaulfera local recording. 

Ora t7,rluenc 	Oral,production.Exce/lent; the .best 

PgP4PhY) 

tian1,1' 	(Ind-ilk/dual - seale.or,itS type 

_ - Co pre en 	AuditOry com- 
prehension.(for 

. 	
Excellent; in general, 

best scale of its 
type I have seen 

• 
RUSSIAN 

0. % , P a 	4ral Compre. 	 comp. Recommended-fori 
hensiontest - inRUitian.) 	(identify pie- upper - level testing. 
Contained 	Rulon,P.J. 	al. tures described 
Report on tontraZtTtest con- 	orally) 
structeiv-roe, theASTD0ASF,Contract 
No.* W-129. 4. n3.A6T(60:0-26%Compre-
hension of Spoken Russian.Term 6, 
Harvard . Univ. March 1944 

Vocab.,grammar, Not available to 
Reading comp. 	public. 

ExaMiniiti 
Cbtpie 
1945V 

Bxamina,t3.  
Lower 
Bares 

[SandraL 
71i/it 
Contain 

Vocab.,,searnmar, 
reading,culture. 

Grammar. 

Reading Comp. 

libtabUlary. 

Apparently not quite 
as competent as 
Coop. tests in other 
languages. Needs . 
editing. 
(No review available) 

(No review available) 

o review available) 



CoMprehonsion, Competent 
grammar, civilt- , 

 zottan. 

Not known. 

Appendi:: A - 6 

RUSSVO (continued) 

Vaulon,P.J. et al.] Russian Inter- Oral production Useful as a possible 
view Rating Scale. RCA Records, (quality scale) model; material 
1944. Records NO-MC-3455 to 	 too specific, 
3462 and 3492-94. 

fRulon,P.J. et - Al.) Oral Russian AmdAtary el'omp. Generally satis-
Comprehension Test. RCA Records (T-F statements) 	factory. 
1944. Records ND3-NC-3471 to. 3472 
and 3481-86. 

University of Chicago Aural Com-
prehension Tests in Russian. 
Lower and Upper Levels. Avail-
able from Veterans Testing 
Service,5741 Drexel Ave., 
Chicago 37, 111. 

Auditory camp. (Same remark as for 
Univ. 	icago 
Fren i 	. German 
tests.) 

SPANISH 

American. Council Alpha Spanish 	Vocab.,grammar, 
Teit,:-- 192,6-28.: Buchanan, 	Reading.compo- 
04401,40Xer4it6nOrenmon, 	sition. 
Worid'BOoi!Co.' See 'Buros 
40 :13.7t.-  
ones.° BiltrgnCe Examination Board Vocab. , grammar, 
Achievement Tests in Spanish 	reading. compre- 
Beading. 1-8,e4Wurgs 53:259 , 	hension. 

4 ch Bureau a ese 	 Spanish Vocab:,grammar, 
FiCallcatt and 	reading' comp. 

Zook 0.5. See 

ish Test:Lower 
1eiels.  1948-51. 
0 4  373 40:1374; 

Generally satis- 
factory. 

Not available to 
public. 

Generally satis.r• 
factory. 

Cotbrdh4 di 
See Bums 4' 

►tiOti 
LoVor 

ee"Buros 

First Ydar Spanish Test. 0.H. 
Patterson. 1945. Purdue Univ. 
See Buros 53:261. 

No'reviei'aVailable. 
Probably has dioad-
vantage that vocab. 
is:tested -alwald in 
co#t,ext- 
No review available. 
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SPANISH ;continued) 

Furness Test of Aural Comprehen-
sion :Tn Spanish. 1945-51. E.L. 
Furness. Banks Upshaw Co., 
Dallas i, Texas. See Buros 
49:213; 53:262. 

Graduate Record Examinations: 
Advanced Spanish Test. 1946-51. 
See Buros 53:263. 

Auditory compre- Generally setts-
hension. (Record .factory, some 
Inge available: 	defects. 
phonos tapepvire.) 

Not known. 	No review available. 

tova Placement Eiraminations: 
Spanish Training: Series ST1, reading. 
Revised. 1924-25. Bur. Educ. Res. 
and Serv.,State Univ. of Iowa. 
See Buros 49:212. 

Kansas First Year Spanish Test. 
1947. M.M.Miller. Kansas State 
Teachers College. See Buros 
53:264. 

FaLrly satisfactory. 

No review availab 

liocab. 0 grammar, 

Not known. 

Oral production. [Kaulfers,110/. Oral-fluency test 
in Smut :all. Contained 	in: 
Eaulfers, 4(see bibliography) 

Lundeberg-Tharp.Audition Test in 
Spanish: F;..1929. JCB.Tharp,Ohlo 
State Unilf.ssee BUZ103 49:211. 

Nanuel,H.T., et ai.] Tests of 
Lintpagfi''Usigi#1 Active Vocabu-
lary andlzPreilion:'CociPeri- 
tive:Inter.-American .Tests 
ETW. 	 53:176. 

9
h 

 ;1 	 r iynl 
pani 	and,II; Achievemen 
ExaMinatibni for - Secondary 

chools 	I 	.itx ook. Edua. 
Test Bureau. $es? uros 53:26 

n ski Tests. 1927 . 

lioed x 	i elIel#% 9tanfof 
Univ 	 Buros 53:266.  

Excellent, for its 
type. Usable as it 
stands. 
Generally satis 
factory. 

Vocabulary and Not favorably reviewed; 
grammar 	probably not appro- 

. IND0:11 11,en 	11.84-:0404,f0rteat 
and ..s104444 	Spanish  achievement 
editiO4a. 	of 	 speakers. 
Not 	 No review available. 

( parallel tests in 
TOch.API:11..Emall 
avorably- revieved. 

Very favorably re-
viewed;: Tests have. 
continued in demand. 

own. 

rammarkyciCa 
-read 	'co " 

n 	 gago,mral Compre 
sion 	in Spanish. Lower - 

pper 'time let Available 
from V0*).t. ►zusTekt.1-, 11g Services, 

 5741 DreX Ave a Chicago 37; 211. 

n 
coMPi4ehension. 

stio remarks , 
of Chicago 

teats in -French 
and German. 

kr5 
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